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Tips for Language Learning
Anyone who has studied a foreign language knows how difficult it is to
become really fluent. The way a language is spoken in a classroom is often
different than the more informal style of speaking used in everyday life.
There are many idioms and slang terms to become familiar with. Seeking
opportunities to actively use language is very important to reach the goal
of fluency. Here are some suggestions to help you practice your language
skills.
1. Find a conversation partner. Try to find someone in your school or
community that is a native speaker, and ask him or her to meet with
you regularly to have conversations in that language. This is a great
way to get experience with actual usage, talking to someone with
whom you feel comfortable. You'll be able to ask questions about
how to speak correctly and appropriately, while discussing topics
that interest both of you. Maybe you can offer to help your
partner learn your native language also.
2. Watch some TV. Try to find a foreign language TV station and
watch often. At first the actors will seem to speak too quickly, but
try to recognize a few words or phrases. Later it'll become easier
to follow dialogue. Pay attention to patterns of pronunciation, and
the way that the voices rise and fall when questions are asked and
statements are made. Children's shows are great for learning and
reviewing basic concepts such as alphabets, counting, object names
and more. You can gain some understanding of pop culture and lifestyles in another country by watching advertisements and game
shows.
3. If you are visiting a foreign country and trying to learn the
language, you'll want to take every opportunity to go out and
practice. Each day make a habit of going into a place like a shop,
restaurant or bank. Even if you're only buying a loaf of bread or a
newspaper, you can try to do so in the host language. Successfully
making a purchase or getting information in a foreign language will
help you become more confident. As you become more comfortable
in these kinds of public situations, you can try to engage others in a
bit of casual, polite conversation - a comment about the weather,
for example. You'll feel less frustrated about your language skills
when you accomplish these functional, routine kinds of activities.
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Following these suggestions, you'll become an active user of your
second (or third) language. Making consistent efforts to speak,
listen and interact with others is the way to gain valuable practical
knowledge and experience.
4. Going grocery shopping in your hometown may not be very
interesting, but in a foreign culture it can be fascinating - any
situation can be a learning experience!

what about your own language?
You are very good at languages. That's obvious, because you already speak
one language very well - your own! And if you can learn and speak one
language well, then you can certainly learn and speak one or more other
languages.
But did you ever ask yourself: "How did I learn my own language?" In fact,
you never really "learned" it at all - you just started speaking it. One day,
when you were about two or three years old, you started speaking your
language. A few words at first, not full sentences. But you spoke. And
very soon you made progress without even thinking about it. It was like
magic!
But it wasn't magic. It was the result of hearing. For two to three years
before you spoke, you heard people speaking your language all day, and
maybe all night. You heard people speaking your language. Maybe you
listened to people, but more importantly you heard. them. Then, as if by
magic, you started to speak. All that hearing was necessary for you to
start speaking. For two to three years words went IN to your head. Then
words came OUT of your head! That is why hearing (and listening to)
English as much as possible is so important to you now. The more English
you put in, the more you'll get out!
Everyone knows that there are four skills in learning a language, namely
listening, speaking, reading and writing. They are always related in terms
of usage, and speaking is viewed by learners as the most desirable skill in
face-to-face communication in the globalization era. However, what is the
answer to the following questions?
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What do you have to do before you can speak?
What does a child learn before he talks?
What do we do before chatting?
Listen, of course!
Naturally, children begin listening to their parents when they are babies.
They are often greeted, spoken to and admired without any response
expected. Though nobody knows if the baby understands the spoken
words, the process continues. Children automatically acquire such
language over some time, and later on gradually produce it through actual
experience. The production may be incomplete at first, but successful at
last. That leads to speaking skill which is quite applicable to daily
conversation.
In learning English, listening can help improve speaking considerably.
Although it is the first of all skills, it is neither the easiest nor the most
meaningless. We need to hear various types of English repeatedly and
continuously if we want to communicate properly, meaningfully and
naturally.
Why is listening good?
1. When listening, we are reviewing a lot of English usage such as
vocabulary, grammatical structures, intonation, accent and our own
interpretation.
2. We can learn new words and expressions by hearing them
frequently.
3. Besides the English revision, general knowledge from news,
features, or even advertising spots is certainly beneficial for
regular listeners.
4. We can imitate what we hear and apply it with great confidence.
5. Listening can be a good "hobby" while we do other things such as
cooking, ironing, exercising, relaxing etc. In other words, we have
no wasted time at all.
6. Listening is also a great way to train our attention.
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How can we listen to English?
So how can you hear a lot of English when you're not in an Englishspeaking country or family? Fortunately, there are many ways of hearing
English in almost all countries of the world.
* Radio
You can receive English language radio in most countries. Two of the best
international networks are the BBC World Service and Voice of America.
Both of them have special programmes for learners of English. You can
find information about times and frequencies for your country on their
web sites.

*Television
TV is an excellent resource for hearing and listening to English. The
pictures help you understand what is being said. If you don't have access
to English-language TV, you may be able to watch TV on Internet.
*Internet
It is now a lot easier to hear English by Internet. If you're reading this
at your computer, you can probably listen to some English-language radio
news right now, without even moving! To be able to listen to radio on the
Internet, you'll need to have special software called a "player" installed in
your computer. Most sites work with two players - the RealPlayer from
RealNetworks and the Windows Media Player from Microsoft. Don't
worry. Both these players are free and you may already have them
installed on your computer.
*Music/songs
Songs in English are everywhere, even on foreign-language radio and TV
stations. Listen to them often. Buy some cassettes or CDs, or make
recordings, and try to write the words for an entire song. But choose one
that is not too difficult. That means it should be reasonably slow, and
with real words sung clearly. Some pop songs are very unclear and are
difficult even for native English-speakers to understand fully!
*Cinema
Outside the English-speaking world, many large cities have cinemas that
show films in English, usually with sub-titles. Make it a habit to go to
these films. If you need to read the sub-titles, at least you'll be hearing
English even if you don't understand it.
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*Video
Video has one really great advantage. You can play it again . . . and again.
You can use video to watch film cassettes that you buy or borrow. If
there are sub-titles, you can cover them with paper (which you can
remove if you really don't understand after listening several times). And
you can use video to record programmes from television and then watch
them several times to improve your understanding.
*Friends
Try to make friends with English-speaking people so that you can practise
your English through conversation. Of course, this will practise your
speaking as well as your listening. And if you don't have a lot of time to go
out and meet people, at least you can chat a little by telephone or by
MSN messenger.

***Finally, don't worry if you don't understand everything you hear.
Hearing comes first! Understanding comes next………
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Informal Contractions
English learners are often puzzled by expressions like GONNA or
WANNA that they often hear in movies or perhaps read in comic strips.
If they look up these expressions in a dictionary, they may not find them,
which increases the puzzlement even further.
In fact, these expressions do exist and can be found in good (big)
dictionaries. They are "informal contractions" or short forms of other
words that people use when speaking casually. They are not exactly slang,
but they are a little like slang.
For example, GONNA is a short form of "going to". If you say "going to"
very fast, without carefully pronouncing each word, it can sound like
"gonna".
Here are some of the most common informal contractions, with example
sentences:
GIMME = give me
Gimme your money.
Don't gimme that rubbish.
Can you gimme a hand?
GONNA = going to
Nothing's gonna change my love for you.
I'm not gonna tell you.
What are you gonna do?
GOTTA = (have) got a
I've gotta gun.
I gotta gun.
She hasn't gotta penny.
Have you gotta car?
GOTTA = (have) got to I've gotta go now.
I gotta go now.
We haven't gotta do that.
Have they gotta work?
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INIT = isn't it
That's smart, init?
Init strange?
KINDA = kind of
She's kinda cute.
Are you kinda mad at me?
LEMME = let me
Lemme go!
He didn't lemme see it.
WANNA = want to
I wanna go home.
I don't wanna go.
Do you wanna watch TV?
WANNA = want a
I wanna coffee.
I don't wanna thing from you.
Do you wanna beer?
Please remember that these are informal contractions. That means that
we do not use them in "correct" speech, and we almost never use them in
writing. (If you see them in writing, for example in a cartoon, that's
because the written words represent the spoken words or dialogue.) We
use them only when speaking fast and casually, for example with friends,
and many careful speakers never use them.
Also note that the sentences above may be rather artificial because when
we use a contraction we may also use other contractions in the same
sentence, or even drop some words completely. For example:
Do you want a beer?
Do you wanna beer?
D'you wanna beer?
D'ya wanna beer?
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Ya wanna beer?
Wanna beer?
English Checker
artificial: not realistic
casual: relaxed; without much care; without formality
informal: relaxed and unofficial
puzzled: confused because difficult to understand
puzzlement: confusion
rather: quite, to a certain degree
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Chatting in English
The verb "to chat" means to talk (to someone) in a friendly, informal way.
Today there are many places on the Internet where you can chat. You can
chat with people all over the world, in many languages and about many
subjects or topics. These places are usually called "chatrooms" and you
can find thousands of them by using the keywords "chat" or "chatroom" in
any good search engine.
Sometimes you need to register to enter a chatroom. This means that you
need to provide a username and password, and possibly your email
address. Your username does not have to be your real name. It can be
your nickname or any name you want (if it is not already in use). When you
have your username, other people in the chatroom will call you by that
name and nobody else can use it.
Chatting is a good way to practise your *informal* English. Messages in a
chatroom, are usually short sentences. Sometimes they are not even
sentences, but just a few words that are not really correct grammatically
but may be typical of the way we speak in a quick conversation with
friends.
To save time, people often use abbreviations like TTYL (talk to you later)
or IDK (I don't know). You can see a list of some of these abbreviations
below.
So don't go to a chatroom to practise "perfect" English. Go to a chatroom
to practise casual or informal English and find new friends. You can even
use a chatroom to help improve your typing skills if you want.
There are usually two ways to chat in most chatrooms:
1. In public. (Everyone can see what you say.)
2. In private. (This is called "person-to-person" or "one-to-one" and
you talk directly to one other person. No-one else can see what you
say. This is useful to chat with a friend or relative in another
country, or to have private lessons with a teacher.)
Here are some of the most common abbreviations people use:
121 One-to-one (Person-to-person) AFK Away from keyboard
AKA Also known as
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ASAP As soon as possible
B4 Before
BBL Be back later
BRB Be right back
BTW By the way
CUZ Because
FAQ Frequently asked questions FYI For your information
IDK I don't know
J/K Just kidding
K OK
L8R Later
LOL Laugh out loud
M/F Male or female
MSG Message
OIC Oh, I see
P2P Person-to-person
PLZ Please
PM Private message
SYL See you later
TGIF Thank goodness it's Friday THX Thanks
TTYL Talk to you later
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Speaking versus Writing…
THE PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE Spoken WORD. OR IS IT?

The purpose of all language is to communicate - that is, to move thoughts
or information from one person to another person.
There are always at least two people in any communication. To
communicate, one person must put something "out" and another person
must take something "in". We call this "output" (>>>) and "input" (<<<).
I speak to you (OUTPUT: my thoughts go OUT of my head).
You listen to me (INPUT: my thoughts go INto your head).
You write to me (OUTPUT: your thoughts go OUT of your head).
I read your words (INPUT: your thoughts go INto my head).
So language consists of four "skills": two for output (speaking and
writing); and two for input (listening and reading. We can say this another
way - two of the skills are for "spoken" communication and two of the
skills are for "written" communication:
Spoken:
>>> Speaking - mouth
<<< Listening - ear
Written:
>>> Writing - hand
<<< Reading - eye
What are the differences between Spoken and Written English? Are
there advantages and disadvantages for each form of communication?
Status
When we learn our own (native) language, learning to speak comes before
learning to write. In fact, we learn to speak almost automatically. It is
natural. But somebody must teach us to write. It is not natural. In one
sense, speaking is the "real" language and writing is only a representation
of speaking. However, for centuries, people have regarded writing as
superior to speaking. It has a higher "status". This is perhaps because in
the past almost everybody could speak but only a few people could write.
But as we shall see, modern influences are changing the relative status of
speaking and writing.
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Differences in Structure and Style
We usually write with correct grammar and in a structured way. We
organize what we write into sentences and paragraphs. We do not usually
use contractions in writing (though if we want to appear very friendly,
then we do sometimes use contractions in writing because this is more
like speaking.) We use more formal vocabulary in writing (for example, we
might write "the car exploded" but say "the car blew up") and we do not
usually use slang. In writing, we must use punctuation marks like commas
and question marks (as a symbolic way of representing things like pauses
or tone of voice in speaking).
We usually speak in a much less formal, less structured way. We do not
always use full sentences and correct grammar. The vocabulary that we
use is more familiar and may include slang. We usually speak in a
spontaneous way, without preparation, so we have to make up what we say
as we go. This means that we often repeat ourselves or go off the
subject. However, when we speak, other aspects are present that are not
present in writing, such as facial expression or tone of voice. This means
that we can communicate at several levels, not only with words.
Durability
One important difference between speaking and writing is that writing is
usually more durable or permanent. When we speak, our words live for a
few moments. When we write, our words may live for years or even
centuries. This is why writing is usually used to provide a record of
events, for example a business agreement or transaction.
Speaker & Listener / Writer & Reader
When we speak, we usually need to be in the same place and time as the
other person. Despite this restriction, speaking does have the advantage
that the speaker receives instant feedback from the listener. The
speaker can probably see immediately if the listener is bored or does not
understand something, and can then modify what he or she is saying.
When we write, our words are usually read by another person in a
different place and at a different time. Indeed, they can be read by
many other people, anywhere and at any time. And the people reading our
words, can do so at their leisure, slowly or fast. They can re-read what we
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write, too. But the writer cannot receive immediate feedback and cannot
(easily) change what has been written.
How Speaking and Writing Influence Each Other
In the past, only a small number of people could write, but almost
everybody could speak. Because their words were not widely recorded,
there were many variations in the way they spoke, with different
vocabulary and dialects in different regions. Today, almost everybody can
speak and write. Because writing is recorded and more permanent, this
has influenced the way that people speak, so that many regional dialects
and words have disappeared. (It may seem that there are already too
many differences that have to be learned, but without writing there
would be far more differences, even between, for example, British and
American English.) So writing has had an important influence on speaking.
But speaking can also influence writing. For example, most new words
enter a language through speaking. Some of them do not live long. If you
begin to see these words in writing it usually means that they have
become "real words" within the language and have a certain amount of
permanence.
Influence of New Technology
Modern inventions such as sound recording, telephone, radio, television,
fax or email have made or are making an important impact on both
speaking and writing. To some extent, the divisions between speaking and
writing are becoming blurred. Emails are often written in a much less
formal way than is usual in writing. With voice recording, for example, it
has for a long time been possible to speak to somebody who is not in the
same place or time as you (even though this is a one-way communication:
we can speak or listen, but not interact). With the telephone and
radiotelephone, however, it became possible for two people to carry on a
conversation while not being in the same place. Today, the distinctions are
increasingly vague, so that we may have, for example, a live television
broadcast with a mixture of recordings, telephone calls, incoming faxes
and emails and so on. One effect of this new technology and the modern
universality of writing has been to raise the status of speaking. Politicians
who cannot organize their thoughts and speak well on television win very
few votes.
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English Checker
aspect: a particular part or feature of something
dialect: a form of a language used in a specific region
formal: following a set of rules; structured; official
status: level or rank in a society
spontaneous: not planned; unprepared
structured: organized; systematic
Note: instead of "spoken", some people say "oral" (relating to the mouth)
or "aural" (relating to the ear).
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English is not Phonetic
Some languages are "phonetic". That means you can look at a written word
and know how to pronounce it. Or you can hear a word and know how to
spell it. With phonetic languages, there is a direct relationship between
the spelling and the sound.
It is important to understand that English is not a phonetic language. So
we often do not say a word the same way it is spelled.
Some words can have the same spelling but different pronunciation, for
example:
I like to read [ri:d].
I have read [red] that book.
Some words have different spelling but the same pronunciation, for
example:
I have read [red] that book.
My favourite colour is red [red].
Students sometimes ask: "Why is English so difficult to pronounce?" This
is really the wrong question. The right question would be: "Why is English
so difficult to spell?"
All languages are spoken first and written second. If you only speak
English, it is very easy to pronounce. The difficulty comes when you write
English and then try to speak it the same way as you write it. When you
practise pronunciation, try to forget about written English. Think only
about the sound of the words.
To illustrate this point, we say that the spelling "ough" can be pronounced
with seven different sounds. But this is the wrong way to put it. It would
be better to say that the seven different sounds can be represented in
writing by the same spelling. So you see that it cannot help at all to think
about "ough". It's much more helpful to think about the seven sounds:
1.
2.
3.
4.

though (like o in go)
through (like oo in too)
cough (like off in offer)
rough (like uff in suffer)
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5. plough (like ow in flower)
6. ought (like aw in saw)
7. borough (like a in above)
George Bernard Shaw (GBS) was a famous Irish writer. He wanted to
reform English spelling so that it was more logical. He asked the following
question as an example:
How do we pronounce the word "ghoti"?
His answer was "fish".
How can "ghoti" and "fish" sound the same? GBS explained it like this:
the gh = f as in rouGH
the o = i as in wOmen
the ti = sh as in naTIon
Of course, this was a joke. The word "ghoti" is not even a real word. But
it showed the inconsistency of English spelling.
It is very important to understand that English spelling and English
pronunciation are not always the same.
Same spelling - different sound
Do not place too much importance on the spelling of a word. The more
important thing in understanding English is the sound.
Here are five words that end in "ough". In each word, the "ough" has a
different pronunciation:
bough rhymes with cow
cough rhymes with off
rough rhymes with puff
though rhymes with Jo
through rhymes with too
Many words have exactly the same spelling but are pronounced
differently when the meaning is different. These words are called
"homographs". Here are some examples:
bow (noun: front of ship) rhymes with cow
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bow (noun: fancy knot) rhymes with go
lead (verb: to guide) rhymes with feed
lead (noun: metal) rhymes with fed
wind (noun: airflow) rhymes with pinned
wind (verb: to turn) rhymes with find
Different spelling - same sound
Many words have different spellings but are pronounced exactly the
same. These words are called "homophones". Here are some examples:
sea, see
for, four
hear, here
one, won
knight, night
him, hymn
to, too, two
What can we learn from all this? We can learn that the sound of a word is
more important than the spelling.
Of course, it is good to spell correctly. But to help you understand spoken
English and many rules of English, you should think first about the sound
of the words. Do not worry too much at first about the spelling.
Take, for example, the rule about pronouncing the past simple "-ed"
ending of regular verbs. You have probably learned that when a verb ends
in "d" or "t", we add "-ed" and pronounce it /Id/ as an extra syllable.
/Id/
wanT wantED
So why do we have:
/Id/
divide dividED
???
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"Divide" does not end in "d". It ends in "e". But it does end in a /d/ sound.
With this rule, it is the sound at the end of a word that matters, not the
letter. You must think about the spoken word, not the written word.
This is only one example of the importance of sounds in English. There are
many more examples!
Think and practise the sounds of English. Afterwards, you can say how
silly the spelling is. It is English spelling that causes the difficulty, not
English pronunciation!
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7 Tips for Easy Email
The objective of all emails is to communicate. The writer needs the
recipient to understand. So s/he should make it as easy as possible for
the recipient to understand the message. The writer is writing the email,
not the recipient, right? It is the writer's job to write it well, not the
recipient's! But often the recipient has to spend a long time and work
very hard to understand a message. (This is not just a question of
language.) Basically, sending "bad" emails shows no respect for the
recipient and is not polite. The writer does a little work and the recipient
does a lot of work.
So here are 7 tips on sending emails the best way possible, and making
life easier for everyone.
*Tip 1. Subject, Cc: and Bcc:
When you write an email, at the top is a box called "Subject:". The
subject tells recipients what your message is about, without reading the
whole message. It helps them organize their email. Always include a
subject, something meaningful like "My Order No. 12345 For Furniture"
or "Homework Assignment: Present Perfect". Don't just write "Your
Email" or "Letter". Subjects like those are not very helpful. Also, if you
include a subject and the recipient replies by clicking on "Reply", you
subject is automatically added to the reply (with the expression "Re:",
which means "about").
Two more boxes at the top of your email are "Cc:" (carbon copy) and
"Bcc:" (blind carbon copy). Any email address you add to the Cc: box will
receive a copy of the message, and the original person you are writing to
(the To: box) will see the email address that you sent a copy to. Any email
address you add to the Bcc: box will also receive a copy of the message,
but this time the original person you are writing to will not see this. S/he
will not even know that you sent a copy to someone.
*Tip 2. Use Attachments Only When Necessary
Email messages can be in two different forms:
inline plain text
attachment
Inline text is the normal text that you write in an email. An attachment is
a file from your computer (for example a Word document or .gif image)
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that you "attach" or add to your email. When someone receives an email
with inline (normal) text, they can read it immediately. When they receive
an attachment, they have to "open" the attachment with the right
program (for example Word or PaintShop). There are several problems
with attachments, including:
a. Recipients may not have the program for the attachment
b. Attachments can contain viruses
c. Some attachments can take a long time to download
Many people do not like to receive attachments. Usually, it is better to
send inline text. Only send an attachment when it is not possible to send
the information as inline text and you are sure the receiver agrees.
*Tip 3. Use Plain Text, not HTML
The normal text for email looks like typewriter text and is usually the
Courier New typeface. In many email programs you can change this to
another typeface, such as Arial or Times New Roman. That can be a bad
idea. Some email programs cannot read this type of "HTML" text and
convert your text into an attachment. So the recipient cannot read your
message without opening the attachment. If you want to make life easy
for all your recipients, use plain text. (See update below)
*Tip 4. Keep Your Line Lengths Short
Have you ever received an email that looked like this?
Thank you for your
email requesting more information about our
products. The XYC Company
specializes in supplying widgets to
the world
and I am sure that you will find our catalogue of interest.
What went wrong? XYZ's email program and your email program did not
treat lines in the same way. What is the answer? Keep your lines short,
preferably 64 characters (letters) or shorter. That means that after 64
characters, you make a "hard carriage return" by pressing "Enter".
*Tip 5. Don't YELL!
Do not write everything in CAPITAL LETTERS. In English, it is not polite
to use a lot of capital letters. In fact, text written in capital letters is
difficult to read. You never see a book written only in capital letters.
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Using all capital letters is called "yelling", which is the same as shouting.
Why is it difficult to read capital letters? Look at this word:
1. ENGLISH (capital letters)
2. English (initial capital + small letters)
In No.1 the word has no "shape"...it is a simple rectangle. In No.2 the
word has a shape...it goes up and down. When we read, especially when we
read fast, we read the shape of words. We do not read each individual
letter. The shape of "ENGLISH" is exactly the same as the shape of
"SPANISH". But the shape of "English" is not the same as the shape of
"Spanish". For subjects, it's sometimes ok to use capitals. But if you must
make one word in the text more important, don't do it with capitals. Use
asterisks, like *this*.
*Tip 6. Be Careful With Abbreviations
Examples of abbreviations are "btw" (by the way) and "damhik" (don't ask
me how I know). Abbreviations are a good way to save work on typing if
both correspondents understand the abbreviations. But if the recipient
does not understand your abbreviation, you are not communicating
successfully.
*Tip 7. Sign Your Email
It's a good idea, and more polite, to put your name at the end of your
emails. You can even add other information like address, telephone and
fax, especially for business. You can create a "signature block" that you
add to the end of all messages. Many email services let you create an
"auto-signature" that appears at the end of every email you send.
English Checker
character: a letter or symbol, like a, B, 1, 2, &, * etc
recipient: the person who receives your email
shape: the external form of something
typeface: a particular design of type
virus: a bug or coding designed to damage a computer
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Improve your English through Reading
Right now you are reading English. That means that you are using your
brain in a very active way. Reading is a very active process. It is true that
the writer does a lot of work, but the reader also has to work hard. When
you read a text, you have to do some or all of these:
imagine a scene in your head
understand clearly what the writer is trying to say
agree or disagree with the writer
Advantages of Reading
When you learn a language, listening, speaking and writing are important,
but reading can also be very helpful. There are many advantages
associated with reading, including:
Learning Vocabulary In Context
You will usually encounter new words when you read. If there are too
many new words for you, then the level is too high and you should read
something simpler. But if there are, say, a maximum of five new words per
page, you will learn this vocabulary easily. You may not even need to use a
dictionary because you can guess the meaning from the rest of the text
(from the context). Not only do you learn new words, but you see them
being used naturally.
A Model For Writing
When you read, it gives you a good example for writing. Texts that you
read show you structures and expressions that you can use when you
write.
Seeing "Correctly Structured" English
When people write, they usually use "correct" English with a proper
grammatical structure. This is not always true when people speak. So, by
reading you see and learn grammatical English naturally.
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Working At Your Own Speed
You can read as fast or as slowly as you like. You can read ten pages in 30
minutes, or take one hour to explore just one page. It doesn't matter.
The choice is yours. You cannot easily do this when speaking or listening.
This is one of the big advantages of reading because different people
work at different speeds.
Personal Interest
If you choose something to read that you like, it can actually be
interesting and enjoyable. For example, if you like to read about football
in your own language, why not read about football in English? You will get
information about football and improve your English at the same time.
Five Tips for Reading
Tip #1
Try to read at the right level. Read something that you can (more or less)
understand. If you need to stop every three words to look in a dictionary,
it is not interesting for you and you will soon be discouraged.
Tip #2
Make a note of new vocabulary. If there are four or five new words on a
page, write them in your vocabulary book. But you don't have to write
them while you read. Instead, try to guess their meaning as you read;
mark them with a pen; then come back when you have finished reading to
check in a dictionary and add them to your vocabulary book.
Tip #3
Try to read regularly. For example, read for a short time once a day.
Fifteen minutes every day is better than two hours every Sunday. Fix a
time to read and keep to it. For example, you could read for fifteen
minutes when you go to bed, or when you get up, or at lunchtime.
Tip #4
Be organised. Have everything ready:
something to read
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a marker to highlight difficult words
a dictionary
your vocabulary book
a pen to write down the new words
Tip #5
Read what interests YOU. Choose a magazine or book about a subject
that you like.
Things to Read
Newspapers
You can find English-language newspapers in all large cities around the
world. Newspapers are interesting because they are about real life and
the news. BUT they are not easy to read. Try reading newspapers if your
level is intermediate or above.
Some British newspapers:
The Telegraph
The Times
The Independent
The Guardian
The Financial Times (business)
The Sunday Times
Some American newspapers:
The International Herald Tribune
The New York Times
The Wall Street Journal (business)
Magazines
Some magazines are published weekly, some monthly. You can find
English-language magazines in many large cities around the world. If you
cannot find the magazine you want in your town, you may be able to order
it for delivery. Many magazines have pictures which can help your
understanding. You will need an intermediate level for most magazines,
but a pre-intermediate level may be ok for some magazines.
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There are magazines on every subject:
Politics
Sport
The House
Cars
Music
Romance
Travel
Language
etc
Books
Books are divided mainly into:
Non-fiction (history, biography, travel, cooking etc)
Fiction (stories and novels)
Some books are easier to read than others. It often depends on the
author. Agatha Christie, for example, wrote in an easier style and with
simpler vocabulary than Stephen King. You can buy books in specialised
English-language bookshops in large cities around the world. You may also
be able to find some English-language books in libraries. And if you have a
British Council in your city, you can borrow many English-language books
from their library.
Short Stories
Short stories can be a good choice when learning a language because they
are...short. It's like reading a whole book in a few pages. You have all the
excitement of a story in a book, but you only have to read 5,000 or
10,000 words. So you can quite quickly finish the story and feel that you
have achieved something. Short stories are published in magazines, in
books of short stories, and on the Internet.
Readers
Readers are books that are specially published to be easy to read. They
are short and with simple vocabulary. They are usually available at
different levels, so you should be able to find the right level for you.
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Many readers are stories by famous authors in simple form. This is an
excellent way for you to start practising reading.
Cornflakes Packets
By "Cornflakes Packets", we mean any product you can buy that has
English writing on or with it. If you buy a box of chocolates, or a new
camera, why not read the description or instructions in English? There
are many such examples, and they all give you an opportunity to read real
English:
airline tickets
cans or packets of food
bottles of drink
tapes and CDs
user guides for videos, computers...
etc
Poetry
If you like poetry, try reading some English-language poems. They may not
be easy to understand because of the style and vocabulary, but if you
work at it you can usually get an idea - or a feeling - of what the poet is
trying to say.
Good luck with your reading. It will help you make a lot of Progress!
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Job Letters in English
When you apply for a job, employers ask for two important documents:
1. A CV or resume
2. A covering letter
In the last issue we looked at your CV. This issue we will look at your
covering letter.
Why You Need a Covering Letter
When you send your CV to apply for a position, you should also include a
short letter. This letter is called a covering letter, cover letter or letter
of application.
Your letter of application is a sales letter. The product it is selling is your
CV.
Content
Your letter should be short, concise and relevant. It should:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

confirm that you are applying for the job
say where you learned about the job
say why you want the job
say why you would be a benefit to the company
request an interview

Format
Here is the typical format for your covering letter:
1 Your address - telephone - fax - email
Put your address and telephone number, fax and/or email address at the
top in the centre or on the right.
2 Date
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3 Destination name and address
This is the name of the person to whom you are writing, his/her job title,
the company name and address.
4 Reference
The reference number or code given by the employer in their
advertisement or previous letter.
5 Salutation (Dear . . .)
A letter in English usually begins with 'Dear...', even if you do not know
the person.
6 Subject
The subject of your letter, which for a job application is normally the Job
Title.
7 Body
The letter itself, in 3 to 6 paragraphs
8 Ending (Yours . . .)
Yours sincerely, Yours faithfully, Yours truly
9 Your signature
10 Your name
Your first name and surname, for example Mary Smith, James Kennedy
11 Enclosures
Indicate that one or more documents are enclosed by writing 'Enc 2' for
two documents, for example.
In the English-speaking world, an employer would usually prefer to receive
a letter of application that is word-processed (that is, produced on a
computer and printed). A hand -written letter could be considered
unprofessional.
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Speaking to Yourself can be Dangerous!
There are 4 key skills when you learn a language:
listening
speaking
reading
writing
Which one of these is the "Odd-Man-Out"? Which one of these is
different from the other three? The answer is speaking. The other three
you can do alone, on your own, without anyone else. You can listen to the
radio alone. You can read a book alone. You can write a letter alone. But
you can't really speak alone! Speaking to yourself can be 'dangerous'
because men in white coats may come and take you away!!!
That is why you should make every effort possible to find somebody to
speak with. Where can you find people who can speak English with you?
And how can you practise speaking when you are alone?
At School
If you go to a language school, you should use the opportunity to speak to
your teachers and other students. When you go home, you can still
practise listening, reading and writing, but you probably can't practise
speaking. If your teacher asks you a question, take the opportunity to
answer. Try to say as much as possible. If your teacher asks you to speak
in pairs or groups with other students, try to say as much as possible.
Don't worry about your mistakes. Just speak!
Conversation Clubs
Many cities around the world have conversation clubs where people can
exchange one language for another. Look in your local newspaper to find a
conversation club near you. They are usually free although some may
charge a small entrance fee.
Shopping
If you are living in an English-speaking country, you have a wonderful
opportunity. Practise speaking to the local people such as shop assistants
or taxi drivers. Even if you don't want to buy anything, you can ask
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questions about products that interest you in a shop. "How much does this
cost?" "Can I pay by cheque?" "Which do you recommend?" Often you can
start a real conversation - and it costs you nothing!
Anglo-Saxon Pubs and Bars
Even if you don't live in an English-speaking country, there are often
American, British, Irish and Australian pubs in many large cities. If you
can find one of these pubs, you'll probably meet many people speaking
English as a first or second language.
Language is all around You
Everywhere you go you find language. Shop names, street names,
advertisements, notices on buses and trains... Even if you are not in an
English-speaking country, there are often a lot of English words you can
see when walking in the street, especially in big cities. And there are
always numbers. Car numbers, telephone numbers, house numbers... How
can this help you? When you walk down the street, practise reading the
words and numbers that you see. Say them to yourself. It's not exactly a
conversation, but it will help you to "think" in English. For example, if you
walk along aline of parked cars, say the number on each car quickly as you
pass it. Test yourself, to see how fast you can walk and still say each
number. But don't speak too loud!
Songs and Video
Listen to the words of an English-language song that you like. Then repeat
them to yourself and try to sing with the music. Repeat the words as
many times as possible until they become automatic. Soon you'll be singing
the whole song. Or listen to one of your favourite actors on video and
repeat one or two sentences that you like. Do it until it becomes
automatic. It's good practice for your memory and for the mouth muscles
that you need for English.
Above all, don't be afraid to speak. You must try to speak, even if you
make mistakes. You cannot learn without mistakes. There is a saying: "The
person who never made a mistake never made anything." So think of your
mistakes as something positive and useful.
At last I `d like to say Speak as much as possible! Make as many mistakes
as possible! When you know that you have made a mistake, you know that
you have made Progress!
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The English Alphabet
The English Alphabet has 26 letters. In alphabetical order, they are:
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Five of the letters are "vowels". Twenty-one are "consonants":
5 vowels

a

21 consonants

e
b c d

i
f g h

o
j k l m n

u
p q r s t

v w x y z

Each letter may be written as a "large letter" (capital) or "small letter".
Small
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z

Capital
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Small
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n

Capital
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

Numbers
The main units of numbers in English are:
1

10

100

1000

1000000 1000000000

one ten hundred thousand million

billion
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Here is a list of numbers. On the left are normal or "cardinal" numbers.
On the right are "ordinal" numbers, which we use to define a thing's
position in a series.
Cardinal Number

Ordinal Number

0

zero, nought

1

one

1st

2

two

2nd

second

3

three

3rd

third

4

four

4th

fourth

5

five

5th

fifth

6

six

6th

sixth

7

seven

7th

seventh

8

eight

8th

eighth

9

nine

9th

ninth

10

ten

10th

tenth

11

eleven

11th

eleventh

12

twelve

12th

twelfth

13

thirteen

13th

thirteenth

14

fourteen

14th

fourteenth

15

fifteen

15th

fifteenth

16

sixteen

16th

sixteenth

17

seventeen

17th

seventeenth

18

eighteen

18th

eighteenth

19

nineteen

19th

nineteenth

20

twenty

20th

twentieth
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first

21

twenty-one

21st

twenty-first

22

twenty-two

22nd

twenty-second

23

twenty-three

23rd

twenty-third

24

twenty-four

24th

twenty-fourth

30

thirty

30th

thirtieth

31

thirty-one

31st

thirty-first

40

forty

40th

fortieth

50

fifty

50th

fiftieth

60

sixty

60th

sixtieth

70

seventy

70th

seventieth

80

eighty

80th

eightieth

90

ninety

90th

ninetieth

100

hundred

100th

hundredth

101

hundred and one

101st

hundred and first

152

hundred and fiftytwo

152nd

hundred and fiftysecond

200

two hundred

200th

two hundredth

1,000

thousand

1,000th

thousandth

1,000,000

million

1,000,000th

millionth

1,000,000,000

billion

1,000,000,000th

billionth

Note:For numbers in the hundreds, the
British usually say "and" but the
Americans usually do not say "and":
British English
120 = one hundred and twenty
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American English
120 = one hundred twenty
Note that in English, we usually separate the digits of numbers over 999
with a comma (,). We count 3 digits from the right and insert a comma,
like this:

<- - - <- - 1 , 0 0 0 one thousand
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 one million
12, 750, 200

twelve million, seven hundred and fifty thousand, two
hundred

We use a point (.) to indicate a decimal number, or to separate dollars
from cents, pounds from pennies and so on. Here are some examples:
0 . 1

= one tenth or 1/10

1

= one

. 0

1, 0 00

= one thousand

1, 5 00 . 7 5 =
$1

one thousand five hundred and three
quarters

. 5 0 = one dollar and fifty cents

$ 7 0 0 . 0 0 = seven hundred dollars
£3, 5 0 0 . 0 1

=

three thousand five hundred pounds and one
penny
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Telling the Time

It's...
3.00 three o'clock

It's...
three

Asking the time

3.02

just gone three
o'clock

three oh
two

Here are some phrases you can
use when you want to know the
time:

3.03

three minutes
past three

three oh
three

What's the time?
What time is it?
Have you got the right
time?
What time do you make it?
Telling the time
To tell someone what the time
is, we can say "The time is..."
or, more usually, "It's...". Here
is a typical dialogue:

3.05 five past three
3.09

three oh
five

nine minutes past three oh
three
nine

3.10 ten past three

three ten

3.15

a quarter past
three

three
fifteen

3.20

twenty past
three

three
twenty

twenty-one
3.21 minutes past
three
3.25

twenty-five past
three

3.30 half past three

three
twenty-one
three
twenty-five
three
thirty

Question:

What's the time,
please?

3.35

Answer:

It's three o'clock.

3.40 twenty to four

three forty

3.45 a quarter to four

three
forty-five

3.50 ten to four

three fifty

3.55 five to four

three fiftyfive

The chart on the right shows
you two different ways to tell
someone what the time is.

twenty-five to
four

three
thirty-five

3.57

three minutes to three fiftyfour
seven

3.58

nearly four
c'clock

4.00 four o'clock
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three fiftyeight
four
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Months of the Year

Month

Short Form Days Season

1 January

Jan.

31

2

February

Feb.

28

3

March

Mar.

31

4

April

Apr.

30

5

May

May

31

6

June

Jun.

30

7

July

Jul.

31

8

August

Aug.

30

9

September Sep.

30

October

Oct.

31

Nov.

30

10

11 November

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Illustrated Vocabulary - Transport
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bicycle,
bike

van

submarine

motorbike,
motorcycle

lorry (UK),
truck (US)

balloon

car (UK),
auto, automobile (US)

train

plane,
airplane

bus

ship

helicopter

Illustrated Vocabulary - Clothing Accessories
hair ribbon

scarf

wallet

glasses

ring

purse

sun glasses

bracelet

handbag
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Weather
Vocabulary
Word
Part of speech

Meaning

Example
Sentence

airconditioner/airconditioning
noun

an appliance that cools down the
air in a home or building

The airconditioner
keeps the office nice
and comfortable even
when it's very hot
outside.

avalanche
noun

a dangerous slide of snow down a
mountain

The skiers were
warned about a
possible avalanche.

below freezing
preposition/adjective

temperature less than 0 degrees
Celsius/(32F)

It's supposed to go
below freezing
before the weekend.

blizzard
noun

a storm with lots of snow and
wind

The airplane couldn't
take-off because of
the blizzard.

boiling hot
adjective + noun

common expression for
describing a very hot day

It was boiling hot, so
we all jumped into
the lake.

breeze
noun

light wind

Don't bother with a
hat. There is always a
breeze near the
ocean.

Celsius
noun

measurement of temperature (0
degrees is freezing/100 is
boiling)

In the summer, the
average temperature
here is 20 degrees
Celsius.

chilly
adjective

cold

It's a bit chilly
today, so I think you
should wear a coat.

clear
adjective

when the sky is blue because no
clouds are blocking the sun

On a clear night you
can see a lot of stars.

cloud/cloudy

water in the sky that appears as

It may look cloudy in
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noun/adjective

a white or grey mass

the morning, but the
sun always comes out
by afternoon.

cold spell
adjective + noun

a period of colder than average
weather

They're calling for a
cold spell, so we put
off our camping trip.

cool
adjective

temperature in between warm
and cold

The days were boiling
hot, but the nights
were cool and
comfortable for
sleeping.

degrees
noun

measurement for temperature

I don't feel the heat
until it's about forty
degrees Celsius
outside.

drizzling
continuous verb

raining slightly

I think I'll take the
dog for a walk. It's
only drizzling now.

drought
noun

a long period with no rainfall

Forest fires are a
serious danger during
a drought.

Fahrenheit
noun

measurement of temperature
(32 degrees is freezing/212 is
boiling)

It was 100 degrees
Fahrenheit when we
got to San Francisco.

flood
noun

overflow of rain water

The flood was so bad,
our basement was
full of water.

very light snowfall

There are a few
flurries but the snow
isn't sticking to the
roads.

fog/foggy
noun/adjective

thick water vapor that blocks
one's vision

We couldn't see the
bridge because there
was too much fog.

forecast
noun/verb

the expected weather for the
future

According to the 5
day forecast, it's
going to rain on our
wedding day.

freezing cold

common expression used to

It was a freezing

flurries
noun
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adjective + noun

describe a very cold day

cold day for the
Santa Claus parade.

frost
noun

ice crystals on a frozen surface

Some flowers are so
strong they can
withstand frost.

frostbite
noun

a skin condition caused by over
exposure to the cold (typically
reddish skin with white spots)

I lost my hat while I
was skiing, and I
ended up with
frostbite on my ears.

hail
noun

small pieces of ice that fall
during a storm

There was so much
hail that some of the
trailer homes were
destroyed.

heat stroke
noun

a flu-like condition one can
acquire after spending too long
in the sun

Bring lots of water
and wear a hat to
avoid heat stroke in
this weather.

heat-wave
noun

extremely hot weather that is
much higher than average-usually lasts a short time

During the heatwave we cooled our
beds down with ice
packs.

humid/humidity
adjective/noun

moisture in the air

It feels a lot hotter
than it actually is
because of the
humidity.

hurricane
noun

a tropical storm with very strong
wind and rain

Half of the buildings
on the island were
flattened by the
hurricane.

icy
adjective

slippery because of ice

The roads are icy so
please avoid driving
down any hills.

lightning
noun

electric flash caused by two
clouds hitting

The outdoor pool
always closes when
the lifeguards
suspect lightning.

mild
adjective

temperature that is warmer than
average(in a cold season)

It's quite mild out so
I didn't bother with
a hat or mittens.
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meteorologist
noun

a person who studies weather
patterns

The meteorologist
predicted that the
cold spell would be
over by now.

minus/negative
adjective

indicates that a temperature is
below zero

It was minus twenty
degrees at the top of
the skil hill.

overcast
adjective

no sun is visible

The sky is overcast
this morning, but the
sun is supposed to
come out by late
afternoon.

partly cloudy
adverb + adjective

term often used in a weather
forecast to indicate that the
skies are sunny and cloudy at the
same time

Tomorrow's forecast
is partly cloudy with
clear skies by
nightfall.

precipitation
noun

rain or snow that falls on an area

There is very little
precipitation in the
desert.

puddle
noun

collection of rain water

Children love to
splash in puddles
when they are
wearing rubber
boots.

rain/raining/rainy
noun/continuous
verb/adjective

water that falls to earth

My hair is all wet and
messy from the rain.

raindrop
noun

a single measurement of rain

I love catching
raindrops on my
tongue.

rainbow
noun

a band of colours found in the
sky after a rainfall

According to legend
you can find a pot of
gold at the end of a
rainbow.

raining cats and dogs
idiom

raining heavily

They cancelled the
football game
because it was
raining cats and
dogs.

scorching/a scorcher

extremely hot temperature/a

It was a scorcher, so
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adjective/noun

very hot day

the whole family
slept in the cool
basement.

season
noun

time of year characterized by
certain weather
Winter,Spring,Summer,Fall (or
Autumn)

My favorite season is
Fall, because I love
to watch the leaves
changing colours.

shower
noun

quick/light rainstorm

They've been calling
for showers all week,
but so far it's been
dry.

sleet(similar to hail)
noun

rain that freezes as it falls

All-weather-tires are
best if you have to
drive in sleet.

slush/slushy
noun/adjective

snow on the ground that has
been rained on

The snow turned to
slush as soon as it
started to rain.

smog
noun

heavy,dark cloud cover caused by
pollution

You really notice the
smog downtown in
this type of humidity.

snow/snowy/snowing
noun/adjective/ continuous
verb

frozen water that warms slightly
as it falls to earth

It is already snowing
up in the mountains,
so the ski season
should be great this
year.

snowstorm
noun

large amounts of wind and snow

All of the schools
were closed because
of the snowstorm.

the gassy star that warms the
earth

We hope to have
sunshine on the day
of the beach picnic.

sunburn
noun

painful red/pink skin caused by
being in the sun too long

The bald man got a
sunburn on his head.

sunglasses/shades
noun

dark eyewear that protects you
from the sun

I forgot my shades
and I was driving
right into the sun.

suntan/tanned
noun(also verb)/adjective(also
verb)

brown/golden skin caused by long
periods of sun exposure

I got a suntan on the
cruise, but it has
already faded away.

sun/sunshine/sunny
noun/noun/adjective
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sunscreen/suntan lotion
noun

cream that protects your skin
from sun damage

Don't forget to
reapply your
sunscreen when you
get out of the lake.

temperature
noun

how warm or cold the air is

Can you check the
temperature before
we get dressed for
our walk?

instrument for measuring the
temperature of the air

When I checked the
temperature this
morning, the
thermometer said it
was already thirty
degrees Celsius.

thunder/thunderstor
m
noun

the crashing of clouds (often
followed by a strike of lightning
and heavy rain)

Let's close all of the
windows. It looks like
a thunderstorm is
coming.

tornado/cyclone
noun

violently spinning windstorm

The tornado picked
up everything in its
path, including
animals and cars.

held over one's head and body
for rain protection

I always keep an
umbrella in my car in
case of rain.

UV (ultra violet) rays
noun

the damaging rays from the sun

Ultra violet rays can
cause skin cancer if
you don't wear
sunscreen.

wind/windy
noun/adjective

blowing air outside

It's too windy to play
golf today.

wind chill factor
noun

when the wind makes the air feel
colder than the actual
temperature

It's minus two, but
with the wind chill
factor it's minus
fifteen.

thermometer
noun

umbrella
noun
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Phrasal Verbs List
This is a list of about 200 common phrasal verbs, with meanings and
examples. Phrasal verbs are usually two-word phrases consisting of verb
+ adverb or verb + preposition. Think of them as you would any other
English vocabulary. Study them as you come across them, rather than
trying to memorize many at once. Use the list below as a reference guide
when you find an expression that you don't recognize. The examples will
help you understand the meanings. If you think of each phrasal verb as a
separate verb with a specific meaning, you will be able to remember it
more easily. Like many other verbs, phrasal verbs often have more than
one meaning. As well as learning their meanings, you need to learn how to
use phrasal verbs properly. Some phrasal verbs require a direct object
(someone/something), while others do not. Some phrasal verbs can be
separated by the object, while others cannot. Review the grammar lesson
on phrasal verbs from time to time so that you don't forget the rules!
Note:Most phrasal verbs consist of two
words, but a few consist of three
words, which always stay together.
Verb

Meaning

Example

ask someone out

invite on a date

Brian asked Judy out to dinner and a
movie.

ask around

ask many people the same question

I asked around but nobody has seen
my wallet.

add up to something

equal

Your purchases add up to $205.32.

back something up

reverse

You'll have to back up your car so
that I can get out.

back someone up

support

My wife backed me up over my
decision to quit my job.

blow up

explode

The racing car blew up after it
crashed into the fence.

blow something up

add air

We have to blow 50 balloons up for
the party.

break down

stop functioning (vehicle, machine)

Our car broke down at the side of
the highway in the snowstorm.

break down

get upset

The woman broke down when the
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police told her that her son had died.
break something down

divide into smaller parts

Our teacher broke the final project
down into three separate parts.

break in

force entry to a building

Somebody broke in last night and
stole our stereo.

break into something

enter forcibly

The firemen had to break into the
room to rescue the children.

break something in

wear something a few times so
that it doesn't look/feel new

I need to break these shoes in
before we run next week.

break in

interrupt

The TV station broke in to report
the news of the president's death.

break up

end a relationship

My boyfriend and I broke up before
I moved to America.

break up

start laughing (informal)

The kids just broke up as soon as
the clown started talking.

break out

escape

The prisoners broke out of jail when
the guards weren't looking.

break out in something

develop a skin condition

I broke out in a rash after our
camping trip.

bring someone down

make unhappy

This sad music is bringing me down.

bring someone up

raise a child

My grandparents brought me up
after my parents died.

bring something up

start talking about a subject

My mother walks out of the room
when my father brings up sports.

bring something up

vomit

He drank so much that he brought
his dinner up in the toilet.

call around

phone many different
places/people

We called around but we weren't
able to find the car part we needed.

call someone back

return a phone call

I called the company back but the
offices were closed for the weekend.

call something off

cancel

Jason called the wedding off
because he wasn't in love with his
fiancé.

call on someone

ask for an answer or opinion

The professor called on me for
question 1.

call on someone

visit someone

We called on you last night but you
weren't home.

call someone up

phone

Give me your phone number and I will
call you up when we are in town.
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calm down

relax after being angry

You are still mad. You need to calm
down before you drive the car.

not care for
someone/something

not like (formal)

I don't care for his behaviour.

catch up

get to the same point as someone
else

You'll have to run faster than that if
you want to catch up with Marty.

check in

arrive and register at a hotel or
airport

We will get the hotel keys when we
check in.

check out

leave a hotel

You have to check out of the hotel
before 11:00 AM.

check someone/something out

look at carefully, investigate

The company checks out all new
employees.

check out someone/something

look at (informal)

Check out the crazy hair on that
guy!

cheer up

become happier

She cheered up when she heard the
good news.

cheer someone up

make happier

I brought you some flowers to cheer
you up.

chip in

help

If everyone chips in we can get the
kitchen painted by noon.

clean something up

tidy, clean

Please clean up your bedroom before
you go outside.

come across something

find unexpectedly

I came across these old photos when
I was tidying the closet.

come apart

separate

The top and bottom come apart if
you pull hard enough.

come down with something

become sick

My nephew came down with chicken
pox this weekend.

come forward

volunteer for a task or to give
evidence

The woman came forward with her
husband's finger prints.

come from somewhere

originate in

The art of origami comes from Asia.

count on someone/something

rely on

I am counting on you to make dinner
while I am out.

cross something out

draw a line through

Please cross out your old address
and write your new one.

cut back on something

consume less

My doctor wants me to cut back on
sweets and fatty foods.

cut something down

make something fall to the ground

We had to cut the old tree in our
yard down after the storm.
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cut in

interrupt

Your father cut in while I was
dancing with your uncle.

cut in

pull in too closely in front of
another vehicle

The bus driver got angry when that
car cut in.

cut in

start operating (of an engine or
electrical device)

The air conditioner cuts in when the
temperature gets to 22ºC.

cut something off

remove with something sharp

The doctors cut off his leg because
it was severely injured.

cut something off

stop providing

The phone company cut off our
phone because we didn't pay the bill.

cut someone off

take out of a will

My grandparents cut my father off
when he remarried.

cut something out

remove part of something (usually
with scissors and paper)

I cut this ad out of the newspaper.

do someone/something over

beat up, ransack (Br.E., informal)

He's lucky to be alive. His shop was
done over by a street gang.

do something over

do again (N.Amer.)

My teacher wants me to do my essay
over because she doesn't like my
topic.

do away with something

discard

It's time to do away with all of
these old tax records.

do something up

fasten, close

Do your coat up before you go
outside. It's snowing!

dress up

wear nice clothing

It's a fancy restaurant so we have
to dress up.

drop back

move back in a position/group

Andrea dropped back to third place
when she fell off her bike.

drop in/by/over

come without an appointment

I might drop in/by/over for tea
some time this week.

drop someone/something off

take someone/something
somewhere and leave them/it
there

I have to drop my sister off at work
before I come over.

drop out

quit a class, school etc

I dropped out of Science because it
was too difficult.

eat out

eat at a restaurant

I don't feel like cooking tonight.
Let's eat out.

end up

eventually reach/do/decide

We ended up renting a movie instead
of going to the theatre.

fall apart

break into pieces

My new dress fell apart in the
washing machine.
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fall down

fall to the ground

The picture that you hung up last
night fell down this morning.

fall out

separate from an interior

The money must have fallen out of
my pocket.

fall out

(of hair, teeth) become loose and
unattached

His hair started to fall out when he
was only 35.

figure something out

understand, find the answer

I need to figure out how to fit the
piano and the bookshelf in this room.

fill something in

to write information in blanks
(Br.E.)

Please fill in the form with your
name, address, and phone number.

fill something out

to write information in blanks
(N.Amer.)

The form must be filled out in
capital letters.

fill something up

fill to the top

I always fill the water jug up when it
is empty.

find out

discover

We don't know where he lives. How
can we find out?

find something out

discover

We tried to keep the time of the
party a secret, but Samantha found
it out.

get something across/over

communicate, make
understandable

I tried to get my point across/over
to the judge but she wouldn't listen.

get along/on

like each other

I was surprised how well my new
girlfriend and my sister got
along/on.

get around

have mobility

My grandfather can get around fine
in his new wheelchair.

get away

go on a vacation

We worked so hard this year that we
had to get away for a week.

get away with something

do without being noticed or
punished

Jason always gets away with
cheating in his maths tests.

get back

return

We got back from our vacation last
week.

get something back

receive something you had before

Liz finally got her Science notes
back from my room-mate.

get back at someone

retaliate, take revenge

My sister got back at me for
stealing her shoes. She stole my
favourite hat.

get back into something

become interested in something
again

I finally got back into my novel and
finished it.

get on something

step onto a vehicle

We're going to freeze out here if
you don't let us get on the bus.
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get over something

recover from an illness, loss,
difficulty

I just got over the flu and now my
sister has it.

get over something

overcome a problem

The company will have to close if it
can't get over the new regulations.

get round to something

finally find time to do (N.Amer.:
get around to something)

I don't know when I am going to get
round to writing the thank you
cards.

get together

meet (usually for social reasons)

Let's get together for a BBQ this
weekend.

get up

get out of bed

I got up early today to study for my
exam.

get up

stand

You should get up and give the
elderly man your seat.

give someone away

reveal hidden information about
someone

His wife gave him away to the police.

give someone away

take the bride to the altar

My father gave me away at my
wedding.

give something away

ruin a secret

My little sister gave the surprise
party away by accident.

give something away

give something to someone for
free

The library was giving away old
books on Friday.

give something back

return a borrowed item

I have to give these skates back to
Franz before his hockey game.

give in

reluctantly stop fighting or
arguing

My boyfriend didn't want to go to
the ballet, but he finally gave in.

give something out

give to many people (usually at no
cost)

They were giving out free perfume
samples at the department store.

give something up

quit a habit

I am giving up smoking as of January
1st.

give up

stop trying

My maths homework was too
difficult so I gave up.

go after someone

follow someone

My brother tried to go after the
thief in his car.

go after something

try to achieve something

I went after my dream and now I am
a published writer.

go against someone

compete, oppose

We are going against the best
soccer team in the city tonight.

go ahead

start, proceed

Please go ahead and eat before the
food gets cold.

go back

return to a place

I have to go back home and get my
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lunch.
go out

leave home to go on a social event

We're going out for dinner tonight.

go out with someone

date

Jesse has been going out with Luke
since they met last winter.

go over something

review

Please go over your answers before
you submit your test.

go over

visit someone nearby

I haven't seen Tina for a long time. I
think I'll go over for an hour or two.

go without something

suffer lack or deprivation

When I was young, we went without
winter boots.

grow apart

stop being friends over time

My best friend and I grew apart
after she changed schools.

grow back

regrow

My roses grew back this summer.

grow up

become an adult

When Jack grows up he wants to be
a fireman.

grow out of something

get too big for

Elizabeth needs a new pair of shoes
because she has grown out of her
old ones.

grow into something

grow big enough to fit

This bike is too big for him now, but
he should grow into it by next year.

hand something down

give something used to someone
else

I handed my old comic books down to
my little cousin.

hand something in

submit

I have to hand in my essay by
Friday.

hand something out

to distribute to a group of people

We will hand out the invitations at
the door.

hand something over

give (usually unwillingly)

The police asked the man to hand
over his wallet and his weapons.

hang in

stay positive (N.Amer., informal)

Hang in there. I'm sure you'll find a
job very soon.

hang on

wait a short time (informal)

Hang on while I grab my coat and
shoes!

hang out

spend time relaxing (informal)

Instead of going to the party we are
just going to hang out at my place.

hang up

end a phone call

He didn't say goodbye before he
hung up.

hold someone/something back

prevent from doing/going

I had to hold my dog back because
there was a cat in the park.

hold something back

hide an emotion

Jamie held back his tears at his
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grandfather's funeral.
hold on

wait a short time

Please hold on while I transfer you
to the Sales Department.

hold onto someone/something

hold firmly using your hands or
arms

Hold onto your hat because it's very
windy outside.

hold someone/somethingup

rob

A man in a black mask held the bank
up this morning.

keep on doing something

continue doing

Keep on stirring until the liquid
comes to a boil.

keep something from someone

not tell

We kept our relationship from our
parents for two years.

keep someone/something out

stop from entering

Try to keep the wet dog out of the
living room.

keep something up

continue at the same rate

If you keep those results up you will
get into a great college.

let someone down

fail to support or help, disappoint

I need you to be on time. Don't let
me down this time.

let someone in

allow to enter

Can you let the cat in before you go
to school?

look after someone/something

take care of

I have to look after my sick
grandmother.

look down on someone

think less of, consider inferior

Ever since we stole that chocolate
bar your dad has looked down on me.

look for someone/something

try to find

I'm looking for a red dress for the
wedding.

look forward to something

be excited about the future

I'm looking forward to the
Christmas break.

look into something

investigate

We are going to look into the price
of snowboards today.

look out

be careful, vigilant, and take
notice

Look out! That car's going to hit you!

look out for someone/something

be especially vigilant for

Don't forget to look out for snakes
on the hiking trail.

look something over

check, examine

Can you look over my essay for
spelling mistakes?

look something up

search and find information in a
reference book or database

We can look her phone number up on
the Internet.

look up to someone

have a lot of respect for

My little sister has always looked up
to me.
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make something up

invent, lie about something

Josie made up a story about about
why we were late.

make up

forgive each other

We were angry last night, but we
made up at breakfast.

make someone up

apply cosmetics to

My sisters made me up for my
graduation party.

mix something up

confuse two or more things

I mixed up the twins' names again!

pass away

die

His uncle passed away last night
after a long illness.

pass out

faint

It was so hot in the church that an
elderly lady passed out.

pass something out

give the same thing to many people

The professor passed the textbooks
out before class.

pass something up

decline (usually something good)

I passed up the job because I am
afraid of change.

pay someone back

return owed money

Thanks for buying my ticket. I'll pay
you back on Friday.

pay for something

be punished for doing something
bad

That bully will pay for being mean to
my little brother.

pick something out

choose

I picked out three sweaters for you
to try on.

point someone/something out

indicate with your finger

I'll point my boyfriend out when he
runs by.

put something down

put what you are holding on a
surface or floor

You can put the groceries down on
the kitchen counter.

put someone down

insult, make someone feel stupid

The students put the substitute
teacher down because his pants were
too short.

put something off

postpone

We are putting off our trip until
January because of the hurricane.

put something out

extinguish

The neighbours put the fire out
before the firemen arrived.

put something together

assemble

I have to put the crib together
before the baby arrives.

put up with someone/something

tolerate

I don't think I can put up with three
small children in the car.

put something on

put clothing/accessories on your
body

Don't forget to put on your new
earrings for the party.

run into someone/something

meet unexpectedly

I ran into an old school-friend at the
mall.
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run over someone/something

drive a vehicle over a person or
thing

I accidentally ran over your bicycle
in the driveway.

run over/through something

rehearse, review

Let's run over/through these lines
one more time before the show.

run away

leave unexpectedly, escape

The child ran away from home and
has been missing for three days.

run out

have none left

We ran out of shampoo so I had to
wash my hair with soap.

send something back

return (usually by mail)

My letter got sent back to me
because I used the wrong stamp.

set something up

arrange, organize

Our boss set a meeting up with the
president of the company.

set someone up

trick, trap

The police set up the car thief by
using a hidden camera.

shop around

compare prices

I want to shop around a little before
I decide on these boots.

show off

act extra special for people
watching (usually boastfully)

He always shows off on his
skateboard

sleep over

stay somewhere for the night
(informal)

You should sleep over tonight if the
weather is too bad to drive home.

sort something out

organize, resolve a problem

We need to sort the bills out before
the first of the month.

stick to something

continue doing something, limit
yourself to one particular thing

You will lose weight if you stick to
the diet.

switch something off

stop the energy flow, turn off

The light's too bright. Could you
switch it off.

switch something on

start the energy flow, turn on

We heard the news as soon as we
switched on the car radio.

take after someone

resemble a family member

I take after my mother. We are
both impatient.

take something apart

purposely break into pieces

He took the car brakes apart and
found the problem.

take something back

return an item

I have to take our new TV back
because it doesn't work.

take off

start to fly

My plane takes off in five minutes.

take something off

remove something (usually
clothing)

Take off your socks and shoes and
come in the lake!

take something out

remove from a place or thing

Can you take the garbage out to the
street for me?
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take someone out

pay for someone to go somewhere
with you

My grandparents took us out for
dinner and a movie.

tear something up

rip into pieces

I tore up my ex-boyfriend's letters
and gave them back to him.

think back

remember (often + to, sometimes
+ on)

When I think back on my youth, I
wish I had studied harder.

think something over

consider

I'll have to think this job offer over
before I make my final decision.

throw something away

dispose of

We threw our old furniture away
when we won the lottery.

turn something down

decrease the volume or strength
(heat, light etc)

Please turn the TV down while the
guests are here.

turn something down

refuse

I turned the job down because I
don't want to move.

turn something off

stop the energy flow, switch off

Your mother wants you to turn the
TV off and come for dinner.

turn something on

start the energy, switch on

It's too dark in here. Let's turn
some lights on.

turn something up

increase the volume or strength
(heat, light etc)

Can you turn the music up? This is
my favourite song.

turn up

appear suddenly

Our cat turned up after we put
posters up all over the
neighbourhood.

try something on

sample clothing

I'm going to try these jeans on, but
I don't think they will fit.

try something out

test

I am going to try this new brand of
detergent out.

use something up

finish the supply

The kids used all of the toothpaste
up so we need to buy some more.

wake up

stop sleeping

We have to wake up early for work
on Monday.

warm someone/something up

increase the temperature

You can warm your feet up in front
of the fireplace.

warm up

prepare body for exercise

I always warm up by doing sit-ups
before I go for a run.

wear off

fade away

Most of my make-up wore off
before I got to the party.

work out

exercise

I work out at the gym three times a
week.

work out

be successful

Our plan worked out fine.
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work something out

make a calculation

We have to work out the total cost
before we buy the house.
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Adjective or Adverb? 379

vowel

255

white

380

toward

256

children

381

war

257

begin

382

lay

258

got

383

against

259

walk

384

pattern

260

example

385

slow

261

ease

386

center

262

paper

387

love

263

group

388

person

264

always

389

money

265

music

390

serve

266

those

391

appear

267

both

392

road

268

mark

393

map

269

often

394

rain

270

letter

271

until

272

395

rule

396

govern

mile

397

pull

273

river

398

cold

274

car

399

notice

275

feet

400

voice

276

care

401

unit

Preposition Help

Adjective or Adverb?

Preposition Help

Preposition Help

Adjective or Adverb?
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277

second

402

power

278

book

403

town

279

carry

404

fine

280

took

405

certain

281

science

406

fly

282

eat

407

fall

283

room

408

lead

284

friend

409

cry

285

began

410

dark

286

idea

411

machine

287

fish

412

note

288

mountain

413

wait

289

stop

414

plan

290

once

415

figure

291

base

416

star

292

hear

417

box

293

horse

418

noun

294

cut

419

field

295

sure

420

rest

296

watch

421

correct

Adjective or Adverb?

297

color

422

able

Adjective or Adverb?

298

face

423

pound

299

wood

424

done

300

main

425

beauty

301

enough

302

plain

427

stood

303

girl

428

contain

304

usual

Adjective or Adverb? 429

front

305

young

Adjective or Adverb? 430

teach

306
307
308

ready
above
ever

Adjective or Adverb? 431
Preposition Help
432
433

week
final
gave

309

red

434

green

310
311
312

list
though
feel

435
436
437

oh
quick
Adjective or Adverb?
develop

313

talk

438

ocean

314
315
316

bird
soon
body

317

dog

318

Adjective or Adverb? 426

Preposition Help

439
Adjective or Adverb? 440
441

Adjective or Adverb?

drive

Adjective or Adverb?

warm
free
minute

Adjective or Adverb?
Adjective or Adverb?

442

strong

Adjective or Adverb?

family

443

special

Adjective or Adverb?

319

direct

Adjective or Adverb? 444

320

pose

445

behind

Preposition Help

321

leave

446

clear

Adjective or Adverb?

mind
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322

song

447

tail

323

measure

448

produce

324

door

449

fact

325

product

450

street

326

black

451

inch

327

short

Adjective or Adverb? 452

multiply

328

numeral

453

nothing

329

class

454

course

330

wind

455

stay

331

question

456

wheel

332

happen

457

333

complete Adjective or Adverb? 458

force

334

ship

459

blue

335

area

460

object

336

half

461

decide

337

rock

462

surface

338

order

463

deep

339

fire

464

moon

340

south

465

island

341

problem

466

foot

342

piece

467

system

343

told

468

busy

344

knew

469

test

345

pass

470

record

346

since

471

boat

347

top

348

whole

349

king

474

possible Adjective or Adverb?

350

space

475

plane

351

heard

476

stead

352

best

477

dry

353

hour

478

wonder

354

better

479

355

true .

Adjective or Adverb? 480

356

during

481

ago

357

hundred

482

ran

358

five

483

check

359

remember

484

game

360

step

485

shape

361

early

362

hold

487

hot

363

west

488

miss

364

ground

489

brought

365

interest

490

heat

366

reach

491

snow

472
Adjective or Adverb? 473

Adjective or Adverb? 486

full

Adjective or Adverb?

Adjective or Adverb?

common Adjective or Adverb?
gold

laugh
thousand

equate
Adjective or Adverb?
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367

fast

368

verb

493

bring

369

sing

494

yes

370

listen

495

distant

371

six

496

fill

372

table

497

east

373

travel

498

paint

374

less

499

language

375

morning

500

among

Rank Word
501 grand

Adjective or Adverb? 492

tire

Adjective or Adverb?

Reference
Rank Word
Adjective or Adverb? 626 cat

Reference

502

ball

627

century

503

yet

628

consider

504

wave

629

type

505

drop

630

law

506

heart

631

bit

507

am

632

coast

508

present

509

heavy

Adjective or Adverb? 634

510

dance

635

silent

Adjective or Adverb?

511

engine

636

tall

Adjective or Adverb?

512

position

637

sand

513

arm

514

wide

515

sail

640

temperature

516

material

641

finger

517

size

642

industry

518

vary

643

value

519

settle

644

fight

520

speak

645

lie

521

weight

646

beat

522

general

523

ice

648

natural

524

matter

649

view

525

circle

650

sense

526

pair

651

ear

633

copy
phrase

638

soil

Adjective or Adverb? 639

roll

Adjective or Adverb? 647

excite
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Adjective or Adverb?

527

include

652

else

528

divide

653

quite

529

syllable

654

broke

530

felt

655

case

531

perhaps

656

middle

532

pick

533

sudden

534
535

657

kill

Adjective or Adverb? 658

son

count

659

lake

square

660

moment

536

reason

661

scale

537

length

662

loud

538

represent

663

spring

539

art

664

observe

540

subject

665

child

541

region

666

straight

542

energy

667

consonant

543

hunt

668

nation

544

probable

545

bed

670

milk

546

brother

671

speed

547

egg

672

method

548

ride

673

organ

549

cell

674

pay

550

believe

675

age

551

fraction

676

section

552

forest

677

dress

553

sit

678

cloud

554

race

679

surprise

555

window

680

quiet

556

store

681

stone

557

summer

682

tiny

558

train

683

climb

559

sleep

684

cool

Adjective or Adverb?

560
561
562

prove
lone
leg

685
Adjective or Adverb? 686
687

design
poor
lot

Adjective or Adverb?

563

exercise

688

experiment

564

wall

689

bottom

565

catch

690

key

566

mount

691

iron

567

wish

692

single

568

sky

693

stick

569

board

694

flat

570

joy

695

twenty

571

winter

696

skin

Adjective or Adverb? 669

Adjective or Adverb?

dictionary
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Adjective or Adverb?

Adjective or Adverb?
Adjective or Adverb?

572

sat

697

smile

573

written

698

crease

574

wild

575

instrument

Adjective or Adverb? 699
700

hole
trade

576

kept

701

melody

577

glass

702

trip

578

grass

703

office

579

cow

704

receive

580

job

705

row

581

edge

706

mouth

582

sign

707

exact

583

visit

708

symbol

584

past

709

die

585

soft

710

least

586

fun

Adjective or Adverb? 711

trouble

587

bright

Adjective or Adverb? 712

shout

588

gas

713

except

589

weather

714

wrote

590

month

715

seed

591

million

716

tone

592

bear

717

join

593
594
595

finish
happy
hope

718
Adjective or Adverb? 719
720

596

flower

721

lady

597

clothe

722

yard

598

strange

Adjective or Adverb? 723

rise

599

gone

724

bad

600

jump

725

blow

601

baby

726

oil

602

eight

727

blood

603

village

728

touch

604

meet

729

grew

605

root

730

cent

606

buy

731

mix

607

raise

732

team

608

solve

733

wire

609

metal

734

cost

610

whether

735

lost

611

push

736

brown

612

seven

737

wear

613

paragraph

738

garden

614

third

739

equal

615

shall

740

sent

616

held

741

choose

suggest
clean
break
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Adjective or Adverb?

Adjective or Adverb?

Adjective or Adverb?

617

hair

742

fell

618

describe

743

fit

619

cook

744

flow

620

floor

745

fair

621

either

746

bank

622

result

747

collect

623

burn

748

save

624
625

hill
safe

749
Adjective or Adverb? 750

Rank Word
751 gentle

control
decimal

Reference
Rank Word
Adjective or Adverb? 876 truck

752

woman

877

noise

753

captain

878

level

754

practice

879

chance

755

separate

756

difficult

757

doctor

882

stretch

758

please

883

throw

759

protect

884

shine

760

noon

885

property

761

whose

886

column

762

locate

887

molecule

763

ring

888

select

764

character

889

wrong

765

insect

890

gray

766

caught

891

repeat

767

period

892

require

768

indicate

893

broad

769

radio

894

prepare

770

spoke

895

salt

771

atom

896

nose

772

human

Adjective or Adverb? 897

plural

773

history

898

anger

774

effect

899

claim

775

electric

900

continent

880
Adjective or Adverb? 881

Adjective or Adverb?

Reference
Adjective or Adverb?

gather
shop

Adjective or Adverb?

Adjective or Adverb?
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776

expect

901

oxygen

777

crop

902

sugar

778

modern

Adjective or Adverb? 903

death

779

element

904

pretty

780

hit

905

skill

781

student

906

women

782

corner

907

season

783

party

908

solution

784

supply

909

magnet

785

bone

910

silver

786

rail

911

thank

787

imagine

912

branch

788

provide

913

match

789

agree

914

suffix

790

thus

915

especially Adjective or Adverb?

791

capital

916

fig

792

won't

917

afraid

Adjective or Adverb?

793

chair

918

huge

Adjective or Adverb?

794

danger

Adjective or Adverb? 919

sister

795

fruit

920

796

rich

Adjective or Adverb? 921

discuss

797

thick

Adjective or Adverb? 922

forward

798

soldier

923

similar

799

process

924

guide

800

operate

925

experience

801

guess

926

score

802

necessary Adjective or Adverb? 927

apple

803

sharp

bought

804

wing

929

led

805

create

930

pitch

806

neighbor

931

coat

807

wash

932

mass

808

bat

809

rather

Adjective or Adverb? 934

band

810

crowd

935

rope

811

corn

936

slip

812

compare

937

win

813

poem

938

dream

814

string

939

evening

815

bell

940

condition

816

depend

941

feed

817

meat

942

tool

818

rub

943

total

819

tube

944

basic

820

famous

Adjective or Adverb? 945

smell

Adjective or Adverb? 928

933

Adjective or Adverb?

steel

Adjective or Adverb?

card

Adjective or Adverb?
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921

dollar

946

valley

822

stream

947

nor

823

fear

948

double

284

sight

949

seat

825

thin

826

triangle

951

master

827

planet

952

track

828

hurry

829

chief

930

colony

955

division

831

clock

956

sheet

832

mine

957

substance

833

tie

958

favor

834

enter

959

connect

835

major

Adjective or Adverb? 960

post

836

fresh

Adjective or Adverb? 961

spend

837

search

962

chord

838

send

963

fat

Adjective or Adverb?

839

yellow

964

glad

Adjective or Adverb?

840

gun

965

original

Adjective or Adverb?

841

allow

966

share

842

print

967

station

843

dead

Adjective or Adverb? 968

844

spot

969

bread

845

desert

970

charge

846

suit

971

proper

847

current

972

bar

848

lift

973

offer

840

rose

974

segment

850

continue

975

slave

851

block

976

duck

852

chart

977

instant

853

hat

978

market

854

sell

979

degree

855

success

980

populate

856

company

981

chick

857

subtract

982

dear

858

event

983

859

particular Adjective or Adverb? 984

reply

860

deal

985

drink

961

swim

986

occur

862

term

987

support

863

opposite

988

speech

864

wife

989

nature

865

shoe

990

range

Adjective or Adverb? 950

953
Adjective or Adverb? 954

arrive

parent
shore

dad

Adjective or Adverb?

enemy
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866

shoulder

991

steam

867

spread

992

motion

868

arrange

993

path

869

camp

994

liquid

870

invent

995

log

871

cotton

996

meant

872

born

997

quotient

873

determine

998

teeth

874

quart

999

shell

875

nine

1000 neck

Most common nouns in English
age
The age of my daughter is three.
air
The air is quite clear today.
anger His anger knows no limits.
animal I'm not sure of the name of that animal over there in that cage.
answer He provided an excellent answer to my question.
apple I love a good red apple after dinner.
area
This area is intended for recreation
arm
He put his arm out for inspection.
art
It would be difficult to live without art.
atom One of the smallest elements is the atom.
baby She put her baby into its crib.
back
I turned my back on that outrageous man.
ball
He hit the ball out of the park.
band The band played until three in the morning.
bank The bank closes at three in the afternoon.
bar
Let's go to the bar and get a beer.
base
He works at the base on the otherside of town.
bat
If you look up there you can see a bat flying between the trees.
bear
The bear is a dangerous but playful animal.
beauty The countryside is splendid in its beauty.
bell
He rang the bell to signal the end of class.
bird
Do you know the name of that bird on that branch?
bit
Could you hand me that bit for this drill?
block He picked up the block of wood and began to work on it.
blood Look at the blood on the floor! What's happened?
blow
He received a mighty blow from his opponent in the boxing match.
board Use that board over there to cover up the window.
boat
He bought a new boat for his birthday.
body He left the body at the side of the road.
bone I found a prehistoric bone in the desert.
book You should read this book!
bottom You will find the coin at the bottom of the lake.
box
I put the extra clothes into that box.
boy
Do you see that boy over there?
branch There is a bird on that branch.
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bread Could you get some bread when you go to the supermarket?
break I'll take a five minute break and then get back to work.
brother My brother lives in Seattle.
call
Give me a call when you arrive.
camp I set up camp at the edge of the wood.
capital The capital of Washington state is Olympia.
captain The captain told his crew to raise the sail.
car
He drove his car very fast.

card
Let me give you my business card.
care
She received excellent care at the hospital.
case
You will find the bottle of wine in that case over there.
cat
My cat is four years old.
cause
I'm sure his lack of understanding was the cause of his failure.
cell
The cell is one of nature's wonders.
cent
If I had every cent I have wasted I would be a very rich man indeed.
century
Last century was at times horrific and at times marvelous.
chair
Let me get a chair and sit down.
chance
If you just give him a chance you will see how capable he really is.
change
I need a change in my life!
character Her character can be very frustrating at times.
chick
He picked up the little chick that had just been born.
chief
Just a moment, I need to speak to the chief.
child
He gave the child a dime.
children We have five children!
chord
The pianist played the marvelous chord.
circle
Draw a circle on a piece of paper and write your ideas in it.
city
Life in a city can be both wonderful and frustrating.
class
He came to class late.
climb
The climb to the top of the peak was challenging.
clock
We need a new clock for the livingroom.
cloud
The cloud appeared on the horizon and I knew it would rain soon.
coast
Let's go to the coast for the weekend.
coat
It's cold outside! Make sure to put your coat on.
cold
The cold in this room is unbearable.
colony
The British established the colony in 1876.
color
That is it's true color!
column
I read his latest column in the New York Times.
company He's worked for that company for over five years.
condition Has his condition improved?
consonant That is a consonant that you don't have in your language.
continent She lives on a different continent.
copy
Can you give me a copy of that report?
corn
This corn is so sweet! Where did you get it?
cost
You can buy a used car at a low cost.
cotton
Cotton is used to make many different types of clothes.
country He lives in a country where free speech is not allowed.
course
I'm taking a computer course at the local college.
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cover
The cover of this week's issue is really shocking.
cow
He has a cow that he milks every day.
crop
This year's crop was excellent.
cross
He hang a cross over his desk.
crowd
That crowd went wild at his last statement.
cry
Her cry could be heard above the crowd.
current The current is really strong in that river.
cut
How did you get that cut?
dad
I visited my dad last week.
dance
Would you like to go to the dance with me this Saturday?
danger
There is great danger in those woods.
day
What a great day!
dead
Many people belive the dead come back to haunt.
deal
I made a deal with Smith's.
death
His death disturbed her greatly.
decimal The decimal was 5/6.
degree
He will soon receive his degree.
design
Her design won the best project of the year award.
dictionary Look that up in the dictionary if you don't understand.
division I work in the sales division.
doctor
You'd better see a doctor about that cough.
dog
My daughter would love to have a dog.
dollar
He paid top dollar for that car.
door
Let me open the door for you.
double
He was Clint Eastwood's double.
draw
I lost the draw and so I have to go last.
dream
She same him clearly in her dream last night.
dress
She wore that pretty blue dress to the party.
drink
Would you like a drink? - Maybe a gin and tonic?
drive
The drive up to the canyon was beautiful.
drop
The drop was almost 500 meters straight down!
duck
Do you see that cute duck swimming over there?
ear
Lend me an ear and I will tell you an interesting story.
earth
He moved about two tons of earth this weekend.
ease
The ease with which he plays tennis shows how often he plays.
east
The east will always be different from the west.
edge
Be careful! Don't get too close to the edge!
effect
We still don't know the long term effect his actions will have.
egg
Would you like your egg boiled or fried?
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eight
element
end
enemy
energy

There are eight in the room.
One important element is hard study.
We are nearing the end of the journey.
His enemy Jed attacked him.
She has so much energy! Just think of all the different things she does.

120 of Common English Idioms
for ESL Students
The idioms and expressions below are some of the most common in
English. The example sentences show how idioms are used in context.
Have fun!
1. as easy as pie means "very easy" (same as "a piece of cake")
Example: He said it is a difficult problem, but I don't agree. It seems as
easy as pie to me!
2. be sick and tired of means "I hate" (also "can't stand")
Example: I'm sick and tired of doing nothing but work. Let's go out
tonight and have fun.
3. bend over backwards means "try very hard" (maybe too much!)
Example: He bent over backwards to please his new wife, but she never
seemed satisfied.
4. bite off more than one can chew means "take responsibility for more
than one can manage"
Example: John is so far behind in his studies. Besides classes, he plays
sports and works at a part-time job. It seems he has bitten off more
than he can chew.
5. broke means "to have no money"
Example: I have to borrow some money from my Dad. Right now, I'm
broke.
6. change one's mind means "decide to do something different from
what had been decided earlier"
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Example: I was planning to work late tonight, but I changed my mind. I'll
do extra work on the weekend instead.
7. Cut it out! means "stop doing something bad"
Example: That noise is really annoying. Cut it out!
8. drop someone a line means "send a letter or email to someone"
Example: It was good to meet you and I hope we can see each other
again. Drop me a line when you have time.
9. figure something out means "come to understand a problem"
Example: I don't understand how to do this problem. Take a look at it.
Maybe you can figure it out.
10. fill in for someone means "do their work while they are away"
Example: While I was away from the store, my brother filled in for me.
11. in ages means "for a very long time"
Example: Have you seen Joe recently? I haven't seen him in ages.
12. give someone a hand means "help"
Example: I want to move this desk to the next room. Can you give me a
hand?
13. hit the hay means "go to bed" (also "hit the sack")
Example: It's after 12 o'clock. I think it's time to hit the hay.
14. in the black means "the business is making money, it is profitable"
Example: Our business is really improving. We've been in the black all
year.
15. in the red means "the business is losing money, it is unprofitable"
Example: Business is really going poorly these days. We've been in the
red for the past three months.
16. in the nick of time means "not too late, but very close!"
Example: I got to the drugstore just in the nick of time. It's a good
thing, because I really need this medicine!
17. keep one's chin up means "remain brave and keep on trying"
Example: I know things have been difficult for you recently, but keep
your chin up. It will get better soon.
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18. know something like the back of your hand means "know something
very, very well"
Example: If you get lost, just ask me for directions. I know this part of
town like the back of my hand.
19. once in a while means "sometimes, not very often"
Example: Have you been to the new movie theater? No, only see movies
once in a while. I usually stay home and watch TV.
20. sharp means "exactly at a that time"
Example: I'll meet you at 9 o'clock sharp. If you're late, we'll be in
trouble!
21. sleep on it means "think about something before making a decision"
Example: That sounds like a good deal, but I'd like to sleep on it before
I give you my final decision.
22. take it easy means "relax"
Example: I don't have any special plans for the summer. I think I'll just
take it easy.
23. to get the ball rolling means "start something, especially something
big"
Example: We need to get this project started as soon as possible. I'm
hoping you will help me get the ball rolling.
24. up to the minute means "the most recent information"
Example: I wish I knew more about what is happening in the capital city.
We need more up to the minute news.
25. twenty-four/seven means "every minute of every day, all the time"
Example: You can access our web site 24/7. It's very convenient!
26. all of a sudden means "unexpectedly", used to describe something
that happens very quickly
Example: He had just gone to bed when all of a sudden the phone rang.
27. be all ears means "eager and ready to listen"
Example: Go ahead and speak. I'm all ears!
28. be fed up with means "to hate something now, even though I may
have liked it before"
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Example: I'm fed up with my job! I think I should start looking for a new
one.
29. to bug means "to bother someone". (American English)
Example: Hey, stop tapping your fingers. It's really bugging me!
30. a cinch means something that is very easy to do
Example: I didn't think I could run five kilometers, but with the right
preparation, it was a cinch.
31. cost an arm and a leg means "very expensive"
Example: I'd really like a new car, but they all cost an arm and a leg.
32. to cram means "to study hard a few days before a test"
Example: If you had studied hard for the past four months, you wouldn't
have to cram so much this weekend.
33. fresh out of something means "to have no more of something"
Example: I have to go buy some more milk. It seems we're fresh out now.
34. to get it (often negative) means "to understand"
Example: What did the teacher say? I didn't get it. Did you?
35. got a minute? means "Do you have time right now?"
Example: Hey, Joe, got a minute? I have something to show you.
36. give someone a hand means "help someone"
Example: Could you give me a hand moving this table? It's quite heavy.
37. grab a bite to eat means "quickly go get something to eat"
Example: I'm going to go grab a bite. I'll be back in a few minutes.
38. drive someone up a wall (or "drive someone crazy") means "to make
someone very angry"
Example: My neighbor practices the piano every night, but he's terrible.
It's driving me up the wall!
39. to hang on means "to wait"
Example: Hang on a few minutes. I have to make a phone call and then
I'll be able to join you for lunch.
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40. hard headed means "stubborn" or "unwilling to change an opinion or
idea
Example: I can't work with Joe any more. He's so hard headed!
41. have a change of heart means "change a previous decision"
Example: I thought I would change jobs, but now that my boss is treating
me with more respect, I've had a change of heart.
42. have mixed feelings about something means "to be uncertain"
Example: I have mixed feelings about Joe. He's a very good teacher, but
he has a very strange sense of humor!
43. head out for means "to start on a long trip" (but it could be within a
big city)
Example: We're heading out for the countryside to pick some apples.
Would you like to join us?
44. How come? means "Why?"
Example: How come we don't go to the movies any more? I guess we're
too busy to enjoy ourselves these days.
45. keep in touch (or "stay in touch") means "do not stop communicating send letters or call sometimes"
Example: Don't forget to keep in touch. I want to know how you're doing
while you're away.
46. be kidding means "to joke or tease someone in a playful way"
Example: No, I don't really have three wives - I was just kidding!
47. look down on means "think somone or something is not good enough"
Example: We shouldn't look down on people just because they don't have
as much money as we do.
48. make ends meet (often used negatively) means "to have enough
money to buy everything we need"
Example: Even though I make more money than last year, we just can't
seem to make ends meet.
49. miss the boat means "to miss an opportunity"
Example: The sale ends today at noon. If we don't hurry, we're going to
miss the boat!
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50. next to nothing means "to cost very little"
Example: I went to the new discount store and bought these new shoes
for only five dollars. That's next to nothing!

House idioms
51. safe as houses means "very safe"
Example: this plan is as safe as houses. It can't fail!
52. Get on like a house on fire means "get on very well with someone"
Example: those two get on like a house on fire.
53. Give house room to means" give space in your house to something"
Example: I wouldn't give a house room to that lamp. It's horrible!
54. Eat someone out of house and home means" eat a lot of food"
Example: When they stayed with me, they ate me out of house and home!
55. Get a foot on the housing ladder means "mange to buy your first
house so that you can buy a bigger second one later"
Example: Its becoming more difficult for young people to get a foot on
the housing ladder.
56.Be on the house means "be free(in a restaurant)"
Example: Can I get your drink in a house?
57.Get your own house in order means "tidy up your own affairs before
criticizing other people's"
Example: you should get your own house in order before telling me what
to do!
58. Have a roof over your head means "have somewhere to live"
Example: Unless we find an other flat to rent, we won't have a roof over
our heads in two months time!
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59. Build Castles in the air means "have impossible dreams or plans"
Example: she has this unrealistic idea of sailing around the world. She is
building castles in the air again!
60. Lead someone up the garden path means "deceive someone"
Example: He really led her up the garden path with his promises of
promotion and career advancement.
61.every thing but the kitchen sink means "take a lot of thing when u go
somewhere"
Example: They took every thing but the kitchen sing when they went on a
holiday.
62. Throw money down the drain means "waste money"
Example: If u ask me, by giving your son all that money, you are really
throwing your money down the drain.
63. Have a skeleton in the cupboard/closet means "have unpleasant
secret"
Example: They are a lot of skeleton in their cupboard.
64. Housework means "chores you do in the house"
Example: She does all the housework.
65. House music means "a type of dance"
Example: They played house all night at the club.
66.Make your self at home means "make yourself comfortable"
Example: Make yourself at home; can I get u a drink?
67. Homework means "school exercises that u do at home"
Example: Our teacher gives us a ton of homework.
68. Homesick means "when u misses your home"
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Example: He went away for two weeks, but wasn’t terribly homesick.
69.Break the ice means "relax and start conversation in formal
situation-beging a difficult conversation in a relaxed note"
Example: Nobody was enjoying the party until the host finally was able to
break the ice. - The interviewer broke the ice by asking how I had
arrived.
70.Back out means "Used when someone withdraws from an agreement or
promise unexpectedly at the last moment"
Example: I'm afraid I'm going to have to back out of our appointment for
this afternoon, I'm just too busy. - They backed out of their purchase of
the new property a week before the sale was to go through.

71.Bank on means "be sure of, count on; depend on someone; put one's
trust in someone- Used when talking about someone or something that you
can always depend on in any situation."
Example: You can bank on them to come and help the company. - He
banked on his usual business partners.
72.Behind the times means "Used when showing someone is out of touch
with the current times"
Example: My uncle is a little behind the times. - Oh Jack, you are so
behind the times! Get with it!
73.Bite the hand that feeds u means "turn against a friend or
supporter; repay kindness with wrong"
Example: He is biting the hand that feeds him if he continues to criticize
and fight against his superiors. - Remember to not bite the hand that
feeds you when speaking to your parents.
74.blow it means "fail at something-Often used when success seemed
probable but was not achieved at the last moment"
Example: I tried hard but I am sure that I blew the history exam last
week. - If I don't work hard I'm going to blow my lead.
75.blue in the face means" very angry or upset; very emotional"
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Example: He went blue in the face when discussing the faults of his boss.
- I became blue in the face when expressing my displeasure with her.
76.Bone of connection means" a reason for quarrels, the subject of a
fight; a point of disagreement"
Example: The family property was a major bone of contention when their
father died. - She just wouldn't drop her bone of contention of his past
behavior.
77.Break down means " stop working because of mechanical failure; loose
control emotionally"
Example: The car broke down on the freeway. - She was so desperate
that she broke down and had to go home for the day.
78.Break the bank means" take all the money available"
Example: I'm afraid a new car would break the bank. - He broke the bank
at the race track!
79.bring some new facts to light means" discover some new facts;
make some new facts known about something"
Example: Our research team has brought some new facts to light about
the distribution chain. - I hope you can bring some new facts to light soon!
80.bring up means" introduce a subject into a discussion; mention
something- Used when introducing a new topic into a discussion"
Example: I'd like to bring up our new addition to the product line. - Do
you have any other topics you'd like to bring up?
81.Burn down means" burn completely (usually used for buildings)"
Example: The neighbor`s house burnt down completely during the night. Those boys burnt the barn down because they were playing with fire.
82.Burn up means" burn completely- Used when talking about things, not
buildings"
Example: The documents burned up in the fire. - I'm afraid all of our
equipment burned up in the fire.
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83.by and large means" Used when speaking about a general opinion or
impression"
Example: By and large we had a good visit in Tuscany. - I think they
agreed with our point of view by and large.
84.by and by means" before long; slowly but surely- Used when speaking
about something that happens over time"
Example: Have patience! By and by it will happen. - We found a new house
by and by.
85.by far means" greatly; superior- Used when explaining that something
or someone is much more superior to others"
Example: He is by far the smartest person in the class. - That car is by
far the best buy on the market.
86.by the way means" Used when introducing a new subject to the
conversation"
Example: By the way, could you give John a ring and see if he is coming? By the way, have you seen their new house?
87.a head of time means" to be before the scheduled time-Used when
something is done before a desired moment. Also used when a person is
considered advanced compared to other people. "
Example: Einstein was definitely ahead of his time. - If you don't slow
down you'll finish that project ahead of time.

88.as long as means"on the condition that; only in the case of "
Example: As long as you study hard, you should have no problem passing
the exam. - He'll be fine as long as he gets a lot of rest.
89.as well as means" including; in addition to-Used to add something to a
list of things or actions"
Example: You'll need strong boots as well as your backpack. - John, Jack
and Sam are coming as well as our friends from Boston
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90.at heart means" basically; fundamentally-Used when showing contrast
to a commonly held opinion about someone"
Example: She is really a good person at heart. - Don't let him bother you.
He's doesn't mean it at heart.
91.at the end of one's rope means" desperate; not knowing what to do
next -Used when a person is in a very difficult situation and does not
know how to resolve that situation"
Examples: I just don't know what to do. I'm at the end of my rope. She's at the end of her rope over the divorce.
92. Call of means "cancel an appointment or arrangement of some kind"
Examples: I called off our contract because of the bad workmanship
presented. - Jane called off their marriage at the last moment.
93. call on means "visit someone formally"
Examples: May I call on you next week? - She called on her ex-boss while
visiting her old town.
94.call on means "ask someone in class to answer a question-Used in an
academic setting"
Examples: The teacher called on Michael three times during the last
lesson. - My teacher never calls on me!
95.call up means "telephone-Quite common verb used instead of
'telephone'"
Examples: I called them up and they said they were ready to go. - Could
you call Jack up and see if he is coming tonight?

96. Can't see the forest for the trees means" overly concerned with
detail; not understanding the whole situation-Used when expressing that
a person is focusing too much on specific problems and is missing the
point"
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Examples: I'm afraid you can't see the forest for the trees. - He often
can't see the forest for the trees and needs to have the most relevant
points explained to him.
97. Carry on means "continue doing something-Often used when some
action is interrupted to signal a return to the previous action"
Examples: Could I please carry on with my work now? - Sorry to have
disturbed you, please carry on.
98. Carry something out means "put a plan into action; perform a series
of actions-Often used in business settings"
Examples: We carried the new plan out with very few problems. - He
carried out his plans to get into an excellent university.
99.carry over means "continue a current situation at a future date-Used
when connecting two events over time or places"
Examples: We carried our meeting over to the next week. - We carried
their designs over to the new line of products.
100. Carry through means "put a plan into action; effect a plan-Used
when talking about a plan, often strongly disputed, into action"
Examples: He carried through with the restructuring of the company. - I
can't believe you are going to carry through with your plans!
101. catch on means " understand; learn something new- Used when
speaking about a person's ability to learn, often quickly"
Examples: Jane is really smart, she really catches on fast. - I'm afraid he
just can't catch on.
102. Catch on means "become popular; be faddish- Used when speaking
about fads that come and go quickly"
Examples: I can remember when pet rocks caught on in the States. Watching video clips over the Internet has been catching on at our
school.
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103. catch one's breath means " relax for a moment; regain a normal
composure- Often used when talking resting after strong physical
exercise"
Examples: It took me a while to catch my breath after having run to
catch the bus. - Just a moment, I need to catch my breath before we
continue.
104. catch one's eye means " attract one`s attention; find especially
interesting- Used when noting something especially interesting or trying
to get someone to notice you"
Examples: That antique vase caught my eye and I just had to buy it. - She
tried to catch his eye in vain.
105. Catch a cold means" become sick with a cold; develop a runny nose,
cough and sore throat- Used when speaking about the common cold"
Examples: I caught a cold from Tom. - I spent too much time out in the
rain and caught a cold.
106. Cough short means "not have enough money to do something at that
moment; surprised by a lack of financial funds- Used when someone
unexpectedly does not have enough money to do something, often used in
embarrassing situations"
Examples: We went to lunch and I was caught short and had to ask Tom
to pay the bill. - I'm afraid I'm caught short. Could you lend me a few
dollars?
107. in charge of something means "to be responsible for; hold
responsibility for others- Used when speaking about the person taking
the responsibility for a project"
Examples: Jack is in charge of sales. - His mother put him in charge of
his sister for the day.
108. Cheat on someone means "be unfaithful to someone in a romantic
sense- Generally used in marital relationships, or in relationships where
the partners have declared fidelity to one another"
Examples: The divorce was caused by his cheating on his wife. - Many
long-term relationships are ruined by one partner cheating on the other.
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109. <Have the>cheek to do something means "rudeness, impudence;
boldness
-Used to talk about a person's boldness in a negative way"
Examples: I couldn't believe he actually had the cheek to come to the
party. - I don't think you have the cheek to play that joke on her.
110. Chip in means "contribute money; give money towards a joint
payment- Used when more than one person pays for something"
Examples: Could we all chip in about $10? - We all chipped in a few dollars
and bought her a birthday present.
111. day and night means "continually; 24 hours a day-Often used when
expressing that someone works continually to get something done"
Examples: We worked day and night to finish the project before the end
of the month. - That store is open day and night.
112. dead tired means "extremely tired; exhausted-Used when speaking
about exhaustion at the end of a long hard day"
Examples: We were dead tired when we got back from our trip to Las
Vegas. - He went straight to bed because he was dead tired.
113. DEEP WATER MEANS "serious trouble or difficulty-Used when
talking about a situation that is difficult to get out of"
Examples: Come here right now! You are in deep water indeed! - I'm
afraid I'm in a bit of deep water concerning that new contract.
114. die down means "weaken, calm down-Used when speaking about a
calm period after something very turbulent"
Examples: The bad press finally died down and we were able to get back
to work. - The last few months have been very difficult, but I think work
should die down some soon.
115. die off means "to die and not be replaced; to become extinct-Used
when speaking about extinction of animals and species as well as customs,
also used when speaking about diminishing numbers of things in your life"
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Examples: The old ways are slowing dying off as the global economy takes
over. - It seems like all my friends are dying off and I don't have anyone
to speak to anymore.
116.dig in means "begin eating-Used when informally saying 'enjoy your
meal'"
Examples: Don't wait for me, dig in! - We sat down to dinner and dug in.
117. do away with means "stop; get rid of-Often used when something
that has been standard is finally stopped after a long period"
Examples: They finally did away with that old slogan. - The company did
away with their line of luxury soaps.
118. done for means "ruined; have no chance at success-Used when
expressing the idea that something or someone has no chance of
recovering."
Examples: That sweater is done for, throw it out! - I'm afraid I'm done
for - I might as well give up!
119. do the honors means "perform a leading role; play the role of hostOften used in a question to show respect to someone else."
Examples: Would you like to do the honors and pour everyone a glass of
wine? - He did the honors and spoke on behalf of his family.
120. do the trick means "provide a solution; give the desired resultOften used when speaking about something that provides a solution even
though it may not have been intended for that purpose."
Examples: If we use a piece of cork it might stop the leaking and do the
trick. - His improvisation did the trick and saved the day.

*.*.*
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Grammar is Your Friend
Grammar is the system of a language. People sometimes describe grammar
as the "rules" of a language; but in fact no language has rules*. If we use
the word "rules", we suggest that somebody created the rules first and
then spoke the language, like a new game. But languages did not start like
that. Languages started by people making sounds which evolved into
words, phrases and sentences. No commonly-spoken language is fixed. All
languages change over time. What we call "grammar" is simply a reflection
of a language at a particular time.
Do we need to study grammar to learn a language? The short answer is
"no". Very many people in the world speak their own, native language
without having studied its grammar. Children start to speak before they
even know the word "grammar". But if you are serious about learning a
foreign language (as opposed to your native language), the long answer is
"yes, grammar can help you to learn a language more quickly and more
efficiently." It's important to think of grammar as something that can
help you, like a friend. When you understand the grammar (or system) of
a language, you can understand many things yourself, without having to
ask a teacher or look in a book.
So think of grammar as something good, something positive, something
that you can use to find your way like a signpost or a map.
*Except invented languages like Esperanto. And if Esperanto were widely
spoken, its rules would soon be very different.
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The 8 English Parts of Speech

These are the words that you use to make a sentence. There are only
8 types of word - and the most important is the Verb!
Verbs

be, have, do, work

Nouns

man, town, music

Adjectives

a, the, 69, big

Adverbs

loudly, well, often

Pronouns

you, ours, some

Prepositions

at, in, on, from

Conjunctions

and, but, though

Interjections

ah, dear, er, um
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Verbs
What are Verbs?
The verb is king in English. The
shortest sentence contains a verb.
You can make a one-word sentence
with a verb, for example: "Stop!" You
cannot make a one-word sentence
with any other type of word.
Verbs are sometimes described as
"action words". This is partly true.
Many verbs give the idea of action, of
"doing" something. For example,
words like run, fight, do and work all
convey action.
But some verbs do not give the idea
of action; they give the idea of
existence, of state, of "being". For
example, verbs like be, exist, seem
and belong all convey state.
A verb always has a subject. (In the
sentence "John speaks English", John
is the subject and speaks is the
verb.) In simple terms, therefore, we
can say that verbs are words that tell
us what a subject does or is; they
describe:

There is something very special about
verbs in English. Most other words
(adjectives, adverbs, prepositions
etc) do not change in form (although
nouns can have singular and plural
forms). But almost all verbs change in
form. For example, the verb to work
has five forms:
to work, work, works, worked,
working
Of course, this is still very few forms
compared to some languages which
may have thirty or more forms for a
single verb.
In this lesson we look at the ways in
which we classify verbs.
Verb Classification
Helping Verbs
Main Verbs

action (Ram plays football.)
state (Anthony seems kind.)
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Verb
Classification

In the following table we see example
sentences with helping verbs and main verbs.
Notice that all of these sentences have a
main verb. Only some of them have a helping
verb.

We divide verbs into two
broad classifications:

1. Helping Verbs
Imagine that a stranger walks
into your room and says:
I can.
People must.
The Earth will.
Do you understand anything?
Has this person
communicated anything to
you? Probably not! That's
because these verbs are
helping verbs and have no
meaning on their own. They
are necessary for the
grammatical structure of the
sentence, but they do not tell
us very much alone. We
usually use helping verbs with
main verbs. They "help" the
main verb. (The sentences in
the above examples are
therefore incomplete. They
need at least a main verb to
complete them.) There are
only about 15 helping verbs.

helping
verb

main
verb

John

likes

coffee.

You

lied

to me.

They

are

happy.

The
children

are

playing.

We

must

go

now.

I

do

want

any.

not

Helping verbs and main verbs can be further
sub-divided, as we shall see on the following
pages.

2. Main Verbs
Now imagine that the same
stranger walks into your room
and says:
I teach.
People eat.
The Earth rotates.
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Do you understand
something? Has this person
communicated something to
you? Probably yes! Not a lot,
but something. That's
because these verbs are main
verbs and have meaning on
their own. They tell us
something. Of course, there
are thousands of main verbs.
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Helping Verbs
Note:Helping verbs are also called "auxiliary verbs".
Helping verbs have no meaning on their own. They are
necessary for the grammatical structure of a
sentence, but they do not tell us very much alone. We
usually use helping verbs with main verbs. They "help"
the main verb (which has the real meaning). There
are only about 15 helping verbs in English, and we
divide them into two basic groups:

Modal helping verbs (10 verbs)
We use modal helping verbs to
"modify" the meaning of the
main verb in some way. A modal
helping verb expresses
necessity or possibility, and
changes the main verb in that
sense. These are the modal
verbs:
can, could
may, might
will, would,
shall, should
must
ought to

Primary helping verbs (3 verbs)
These are the verbs be, do, and have. Note that we
can use these three verbs as helping verbs or as main
verbs. On this page we talk about them as helping
verbs. We use them in the following cases:
be

Here are examples using modal verbs:
I can't speak Chinese.
John may arrive late.
Would you like a cup of coffee?
You should see a doctor.
I really must go now.

to make continuous tenses (He is watching
TV.)
to make the passive (Small fish are eaten by
big fish.)

Note:have
to make perfect tenses (I have finished my
homework.)

do

Semi-modal verbs (3 verbs)
The following verbs are often called
"semi-modals" because they they are
partly like modal helping verbs and
partly like main verbs:

to make negatives (I do not like you.)
to ask questions (Do you want some coffee?)
to show emphasis (I do want you to pass your
exam.)
to stand for a main verb in some
constructions (He speaks faster than she
does.)
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need
dare
used to

Main Verbs

Regular and irregular verbs

Note:-

This is more a question of vocabulary than of
grammar. The only real difference between
regular and irregular verbs is that they have
different endings for their past tense and
past participle forms. For regular verbs, the
past tense ending and past participle ending
is always the same: -ed. For irregular verbs,
the past tense ending and the past participle
ending is variable, so it is necessary to learn
them by heart.

Main verbs are also called "lexical verbs".
Main verbs have meaning on their own (unlike helping
verbs). There are thousands of main verbs, and we
can classify them in several ways:

Transitive and intransitive verbs
A transitive verb takes a direct object: Somebody
killed the President. An intransitive verb does not
have a direct object: He died. Many verbs, like
speak, can be transitive or intransitive. Look at
these examples:

regular verbs: base, past tense, past
participle

look, looked, looked
work, worked, worked

transitive:
I saw an elephant.
We are watching TV.
He speaks English.

irregular verbs: base, past tense, past
participle

buy, bought, bought
cut, cut, cut
do, did, done

intransitive:
He has arrived.
John goes to school.
She speaks fast.

Linking verbs
A linking verb does not have much meaning in itself.
It "links" the subject to what is said about the
subject. Usually, a linking verb shows equality (=) or
a change to a different state or place (>). Linking
verbs are always intransitive (but not all intransitive
verbs are linking verbs).
Mary is a teacher. (mary = teacher)
Tara is beautiful. (tara = beautiful)
That sounds interesting. (that = interesting)
The sky became dark. (the sky > dark)
The bread has gone bad. (bread > bad)

Note:-

One way to think of regular and
irregular verbs is like this: all
verbs are irregular and the socalled regular verbs are simply
one very large group of irregular
verbs.
Often the above divisions can be mixed. For
example, one verb could be irregular,
transitive and dynamic; another verb could be
regular, transitive and stative.

Dynamic and stative verbs
Some verbs describe action. They are called
"dynamic", and can be used with continuous tenses.
Other verbs describe state (non-action, a situation).
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They are called "stative", and cannot normally be
used with continuous tenses (though some of them
can be used with continuous tenses with a change in
meaning).

dynamic verbs (examples):
hit, explode, fight, run, go

stative verbs (examples):
be
like, love, prefer, wish
impress, please, surprise
hear, see, sound
belong to, consist of, contain, include, need
appear, resemble, seem
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English Tense
System
In some languages, verb tenses
are not very important or do
not even exist. In English, the
concept of tense is very
important.

In this lesson we look at the
idea behind tense, how to avoid
confusing tense with time, and
the structure of the basic
tenses, with examples using a
regular verb, an irregular verb
and the verb be.

What is Tense?
Tense & Time
Basic Tenses
Regular Verbs
Irregular Verbs
Be
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What is Tense?
tense (noun): a form of a verb used to indicate
the time, and sometimes the continuation or
completeness, of an action in relation to the
time of speaking. (From Latin tempus = time).
Tense is a method that we use in English to
refer to time—past, present and future. Many
languages use tenses to talk about time. Other
languages have no tenses, but of course they
can still talk about time, using different
methods.
So, we talk about time in English with tenses.
But, and this is a very big but:
we can also talk about time without using
tenses (for example, going to is a special
construction to talk about the future, it is
not a tense)
one tense does not always talk about one
time (see Tense & Time for more about
this)

Voice
Voice shows the
relationship of the subject
to the action. In the active
voice, the subject does the
action (cats eat mice). In
the passive voice, the
subject receives the action
(mice are eaten by cats).
Among other things, we can
use voice to help us change
the focus of attention.
Aspect
Aspect expresses a feature
of the action related to
time, such as completion or
duration. Present simple
and past simple tenses have
no aspect, but if we wish we
can stress with other
tenses that:

Here are some of the terms used in discussing
verbs and tenses.
Mood
indicative mood expresses a simple statement
of fact, which can be positive (affirmative) or
negative
I like coffee.
I do not like coffee.
interrogative mood expresses a question
Why do you like coffee?
imperative mood expresses a command
Sit down!
subjunctive mood expresses what is imagined or
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the action or state
referred to by the verb
is completed (and often
still relevant), for
example:
I have emailed the
report to Jane. (so now
she has the report)
(This is called
perfective aspect,
using perfect tenses.)
the action or state
referred to by the verb
is in progress or
continuing (that is,
uncompleted), for
example:
We are eating.
(This is called
progressive aspect,
using progressive

wished or possible
The President ordered that he attend the
meeting.
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[continuous] tenses.)

Tense & Time
It is important not to confuse the name of a verb tense with the way we use it to talk about time.
For example, a present tense does not always refer to present time:
I hope it rains tomorrow.
"rains" is present simple, but it refers here to future time (tomorrow)
Or a past tense does not always refer to past time:
If I had some money now, I could buy it.
"had" is past simple but it refers here to present time (now)
The following examples show how different tenses can be used to talk about different times.
TIME

TENSE
past
Present Simple
She

I want a coffee.

I leave tomorrow.

I am having dinner.
They

Present Perfect
Continuous

future

coffee.

likes

Present Continuous

Present Perfect
Simple

present

are

I have seen ET.

living

I am taking my exam
next month.
in

London.

I have finished.

I have been playing
tennis.
We have been working for four hours.

Past Simple

Past Continuous

Past Perfect Simple

Past Perfect
Continuous
Future Simple

I finished one hour
ago.

If she loved you now,
she would marry you.

If you came
tomorrow, you would
see her.

If I had been working
now, I would have
missed you.

If I had been
working tomorrow, I
could not have agreed.

Hold on. I'll do it now.

I'll see you

I was working at 2am
this morning.
I had not eaten for
24 hours.
We had been working
for 3 hours.
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tomorrow.
I will be working at
9pm tonight.

Future Continuous

I will have finished
by 9pm tonight.

Future Perfect
Simple

We will have been married for ten years next month.
They may be tired
when you arrive
because they will
have been working.

Future Perfect
Continuous

In 30 minutes, we will have been working for four hours.

Basic Tenses
For past and present, there are 2 simple tenses + 6 complex tenses (using auxiliary verbs). To these, we can
add 4 "modal tenses" for the future (using modal auxiliary verbs will/shall). This makes a total of 12 tenses in
the active voice. Another 12 tenses are available in the passive voice. So now we have 24 tenses.

24 Tenses
simple tenses

ACTIVE

complex tenses
formed with
auxiliary verbs
PASSIVE

past

present

future*

past

present

future

past perfect

present perfect

future perfect

past continuous

present continuous

future continuous

past perfect
continuous

present perfect
continuous

future perfect
continuous

past

present

future

past perfect

present perfect

future perfect

past continuous

present continuous

future continuous

past perfect
continuous

present perfect
continuous

future perfect
continuous

Note:Some grammar books use the word progressive
instead of continuous. They are exactly the
same.
The use of tenses in English may be quite complicated, but the structure of English tenses is
actually very simple. The basic structure for a positive sentence is:
subject + auxiliary verb + main verb
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An auxiliary verb is used in all tenses. (In the simple present and simple past tenses, the auxiliary
verb is usually suppressed for the affirmative, but it does exist for intensification.) The following
table shows the 12 tenses for the verb to work in the active voice.
structure
auxiliary
simple

normal
intensive

past

present

future*

I worked

I work

I will work

main verb

do

base

I did work

I do work

perfect

have

past participle

I had
worked

I have
worked

I will have
worked

continuous

be

present
participle -ing

I was
working

I am working

I will be
working

continuous
perfect

have
been

present
participle -ing

I had been
working

I have been
working

I will have
been working

* Technically, there are no future tenses in English. The word will is a modal auxiliary verb and
future tenses are sometimes called "modal tenses". The examples are included here for
convenience and comparison.

Basic Tenses: Regular Verb
This page shows the basic tenses with the regular verb work. It includes the affirmative or
positive form (+), the negative form (-) and the interrogative or question form (?).
The basic structure is:

positive: +

subject + auxiliary verb + main verb

negative: -

subject + auxiliary verb + not + main verb

question: ?

auxiliary verb + subject + main verb

These are the forms of the main verb that we use to construct the tenses:
base verb

past

past participle

present participle -ing

work

worked

worked

working

past

present
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future

SIMPLE
do + base verb
(except future:
will + base verb)

SIMPLE PERFECT
have + past participle

CONTINUOUS
be + ing

CONTINUOUS
PERFECT
have been + ing

+

I did work
I worked

I do work
I work

I will work

-

I did not work

I do not work

I will not work

?

Did I work?

Do I work?

Will I work?

+

I had worked

I have worked

I will have worked

-

I had not worked

I have not worked

I will not have worked

?

Had I worked?

Have I worked?

Will I have worked?

+

I was working

I am working

I will be working

-

I was not working

I am not working

I will not be working

?

Was I working?

Am I working?

Will I be working?

+

I had been working

I have been
working

I will have been
working

-

I had not been
working

I have not been
working

I will not have been
working

?

Had I been
working?

Have I been
working?

Will I have been
working?

Basic Tenses: Irregular Verb
This page shows the basic tenses with the irregular verb sing. It includes the affirmative or
positive form (+), the negative form (-) and the interrogative or question form (?).
The basic structure is:
positive: +

subject + auxiliary verb + main verb

negative: -

subject + auxiliary verb + not + main verb

question: ?

auxiliary verb + subject + main verb

These are the forms of the main verb that we use to construct the tenses:
base verb

past

past participle

present participle -ing
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sing

sang

sung

SIMPLE
do + base verb
(except future:
will + base verb)

SIMPLE PERFECT
have + past participle

CONTINUOUS
be + -ing

CONTINUOUS
PERFECT
have been + -ing

singing

past

present

future

+

I did sing
I sang

I do sing
I sing

I will sing

+

I did not sing

I do not sing

I will not sing

+

Did I sing?

Do I sing?

Will I sing?

+

I had sung

I have sung

I will have sung

+

I had not sung

I have not sung

I will not have sung

+

Had I sung?

Have I sung?

Will I have sung?

+

I was singing

I am singing

I will be singing

+

I was not singing

I am not singing

I will not be singing

+

Was I singing?

Am I singing?

Will I be singing?

+

I had been singing

I have been singing

I will have been
singing

+

I had not been
singing

I have not been
singing

I will not have been
singing

Had I been
singing?

Have I been
singing?

Will I have been
singing?

+

Note:The basic structure of tenses for regular verbs and
irregular verbs is exactly the same (except to be).
The only difference is that with regular verbs the
past and past participle are always the same
(worked, worked), while with irregular verbs the
past and past participle are not always the same
(sang, sung). But the structure is the same! It will
help you a great deal to really understand that.

Basic Tenses: Be
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This page shows the basic tenses with the verb be. It includes the affirmative or positive form
(+), the negative form (-) and the interrogative or question form (?).

The basic structure is:
positive: +

subject + auxiliary verb + main verb

negative: -

subject + auxiliary verb + not + main verb

question: ?

auxiliary verb + subject + main verb

But for simple past and simple present tenses, the structure is not the same. In fact, it's even
easier. There is no auxiliary verb. Here is the structure:
positive: +

subject + main verb

negative: -

subject + main verb + not

question: ?

main verb + subject

These are the forms of the main verb be that we use to construct the tenses:
base

past simple

past participle

present participle

present simple

be

was, were

been

being

am, are, is

past
SIMPLE
present simple or
past simple
(except future: will + be)

SIMPLE PERFECT
have + been

CONTINUOUS
be + being

CONTINUOUS PERFECT
have been + being

present

future

+

I was

I am

I will be

-

I was not

I am not

I will not be

?

Was I?

Am I?

Will I be?

+

I had been

I have been

I will have been

-

I had not been

I have not been

I will not have been

?

Had I been?

Have I been?

Will I have been?

+

I was being

I am being

I will be being

-

I was not being

I am not being

I will not be being

?

Was I being?

Am I being?

Will I be being?

+

I had been being

I have been being

I will have been being

-

I had not been
being

I have not been
being

I will not have been
being

?

Had I been

Have I been

Will I have been
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being?

being?

being?

In the following table, we see be conjugated for 12 basic tenses.
SIMPLE

singular

plural

past

present

future

I

was

am

will be

you

were

are

will be

he/she/it

was

is

will be

we

were

are

will be

you

were

are

will be

they

were

are

will be

past

present

future

I

had been

have been

will have been

you

had been

have been

will have been

he/she/it

had been

has been

will have been

we

had been

have been

will have been

you

had been

have been

will have been

they

had been

have been

will have been

past

present

future

I

was being

am being

will be being

you

were being

are being

will be being

he/she/it

was being

is being

will be being

we

were being

are being

will be being

you

were being

are being

will be being

they

were being

are being

will be being

past

present

future

I

had been being

have been being

will have been being

you

had been being

have been being

will have been being

he/she/it

had been being

has been being

will have been being

PERFECT

singular

plural

CONTINUOUS

singular

plural

CONTINUOUS PERFECT

singular
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plural

we

had been being

have been being

will have been being

you

had been being

have been being

will have been being

they

had been being

have been being

will have been being

Active Voice, Passive Voice
There are two special forms for verbs called voice:
1.
2.

Active voice
Passive voice

The active voice is the "normal" voice. This is the voice that we use most of the time. You are
probably already familiar with the active voice. In the active voice, the object receives the action
of the verb:
subject

verb

active

object
>

Cats

eat

fish.

The passive voice is less usual. In the passive voice, the subject receives the action of the verb:
subject
passive

verb

object

<
Fish

are eaten

by cats.

The object of the active verb becomes the subject of the passive verb:
subject

verb

object

active

Everybody

drinks

water.

passive

Water

is drunk

by everybody.

Passive Voice
The passive voice is less usual than the active voice. The active voice is the "normal" voice. But
sometimes we need the passive voice. In this lesson we look at how to construct the passive voice,
when to use it and how to conjugate it.
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Construction of the Passive Voice
The structure of the passive voice is very simple:
subject + auxiliary verb (be) + main verb (past participle)
The main verb is always in its past participle form.
Look at these examples:
subject

auxiliary verb (to be)

main verb (past participle)

Water

is

drunk

by everyone.

100 people

are

employed

by this company.

I

am

paid

in euro.

We

are

not paid

in dollars.

Are

they

paid

in yen?

Use of the Passive Voice
We use the passive when:
we want to make the active object more important
we do not know the active subject
subject

verb

object

give importance to active object
(President Kennedy)

President Kennedy

was killed

by Lee Harvey Oswald.

active subject unknown

My wallet

has been stolen.

?

Note that we always use by to introduce the passive object (Fish are eaten by cats).

Note:Look at this sentence:
He was killed with a gun.
Normally we use by to introduce the passive
object. But the gun is not the active subject.
The gun did not kill him. He was killed by
somebody with a gun. In the active voice, it
would be: Somebody killed him with a gun. The
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gun is the instrument. Somebody is the "agent"
or "doer".

Conjugation for the Passive Voice
We can form the passive in any tense. In fact, conjugation of verbs in the passive tense is rather
easy, as the main verb is always in past participle form and the auxiliary verb is always be. To form
the required tense, we conjugate the auxiliary verb. So, for example:
present simple: It is made
present continuous: It is being made
present perfect: It has been made
Here are some examples with most of the possible tenses:

infinitive

simple

continuous

perfect simple

perfect continuous

to be washed
present

It is washed.

past

It was washed.

future

It will be washed.

conditional

It would be washed.

present

It is being washed.

past

It was being washed.

future

It will be being washed.

conditional

It would be being washed.

present

It has been washed.

past

It had been washed.

future

It will have been washed.

conditional

It would have been washed.

present

It has been being washed.

past

It had been being washed.

future

It will have been being washed.

conditional

It would have been being washed.
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A Quick Review of Key Grammar Points for Students of English as a
Second Language
1. General Tips to help you learn English Grammar
Studying too much grammar can actually make your speaking worse, not
better! Most students study then forget, study and forget, study and
forget. Instead of memorizing, Super Students learn English grammar in
context, the natural way.
Focus your efforts on grammar points that you can use again and again
in your conversations. The most important are NOUNS, VERBS and
ASKING QUESTIONS.
Do not worry so much about English prepositions, transitive and
intransitive verbs, phrasal verbs, etc. These are details that you will
master in time. You should focus first on sentence patterns that you can
use over and over again.
2. Master these three grammar points and you WILL be a better speaker!
***
Asking and Answering Questions:
The First Key to Using English Grammar

*There are two question types you must master before you can speak
English well: 1) Yes/No Questions and. 2) Wh- Questions.

1) Yes/No Questions - Listen carefully to these questions, then use the
same question words when you answer.
1. Do or Did
Do you like pizza? Yes I do.
2. Can
Can you play the piano? No I can't.
3. Be(Is/Are/Was/Were)
Are you from Singapore?
Were you at home last night?
4. Will
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Will you come here tomorrow?
5. Have + past participle
Have you seen any good movies lately?
2) Wh- Questions - use a Wh- question word with a Yes/No question
word.
1. Who
Who is your favorite singer?
2. What
What kind of music do you like?
3. When
When will you finish your work?
4. Where
Where can I buy a good suit?
5. Why + past participle
Why didn't you call me last week?
6. How + past participle
How can we get to the supermarket from here?
How long does it take to get there?
How far is it from here?
***
Verb Tenses:
The Second Key to English Grammar
I don't usually recommend memorizing anything, but this is one table you
should try to remember completely. (The seven tenses in blue are the
most common. You will use these almost every day, so learn them first).
Twelve Basic Verb
Tenses

Past

Present

Future

walked

walk

will walk

2) Continuous Tenses

was walking

am walking

will be walking

3) Perfect Tenses

had walked

have walked

will have walked

4) Perfect
Continuous Tenses

had been walking

have been walking

will have been walking

1) Simple Tenses

Sample Sentences:
1) Simple Tenses describe actions that are only one moment in time.
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I walked to school yesterday.
I walk to school every day.
I will walk to school next Tuesday.
2) Continuous Tenses describe actions that continue, then another
action happens more quickly.
I was walking to school last Friday when it suddenly started
to rain.
He is walking to school now, but you can find him if you
hurry.
I will be walking to school this time next week, so you will
be able to find me easily.
3) Perfect Tenses describe TWO moments in time, with emphasis on
the second one.
I had walked halfway to school before I remembered that I
didn't have my books.
I have always walked to school. (Emphasis is not spoken! It is
on the experience I have now - I am a person NOW who
walks, not drives or takes a bus or rides a bicycle.)
By the time the year is over, I will have walked a total of
300 kilometers!
4) Perfect Continuous Tenses describe actions that continue between
TWO moments in time.
I had already been walking halfway to school when I
remembered that I left my book at home.
I have been walking to school since I was 6 years old.
When I finish high school, I will have been walking to school
for 12 years!
***
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Longer Noun Phrases:
The Third Key to English Grammar
*Students must move beyond single words and start to use longer and
longer phrases.

Example 1 - adding details
boy
a boy
a tall boy
a tall, slim boy
a tall, slim boy with black hair
a tall, slim boy with long black hair

Example 2 - giving more information
a girl
a girl who
a girl who
a girl who
a girl who
Learn Noun

likes basketball
is good at basketball
is quite good at basketball
is quite good at shooting a basketball
Phrases in Context

There are many kinds of noun phrases. By reading and listening to English
as often as you can, you will learn to use these kinds of phrases naturally
and easily. Good luck!
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***This e-book has made by: Mohamed Ibrahim Elgebly.
For more information e-mail me at: Mohamed_elgebly@hotmail.com
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